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1

Other

5

Barth, Caroline
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6

Gerhart, Shannon

Other

7

Suspect

1
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EP

Family Member

DOB/Age

BURNETT, CHAD ALEXANDER
49

Victim

1

DAIGLE, JOSEPH

Victim

2

FLEMING, MATTHEW
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3

CARROLL, JACOB
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INAZU, MICHAEL
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20E06021-LAB - LATENT PRINT EXAM,ANNEN 05-27-20

METRO CRIME LABORATORY
705 South Nevada Avenue, Suite B200 Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Phone: (719)444-7750 Fax: (719)444-7924

LABORATORY REPORT

Requesting Agency: Case No.: 20-00490
El Paso County Coroner
2741 E Las Vegas St
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Request Submitted By: Deputy Jerry Fraser
Request Date: Tue May 26, 2020
Offense: All Other Offenses
Victim: BURNETT, Chad

Lab Case Number: 20MCL01389
Unit: Latent Prints
Analyst: Brian Annen, 2191
Report Date: Wed May 27, 2020
DOB: 08/16/1970

REQUESTED SERVICE - [Latent Print - Examination]
EVIDENCE ITEMS

Barcode (Item No.)
4269 A-01 (A-01)

Item description
10 PRINTS & R/L PALM PRINTS. COLLECTED FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB:
8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
INITIAL REVIEW

Total
Cards/Photos

Barcode

1

ANALYSIS

Prints
Of Value (OV)

1

1

Date
Started
05/27/2020

SO
/2
5/
20

4269 A-01

Prints
Reviewed

COMPARISON

EP

Inked Fingerprint 01 observed on Item: 4269 A-01 recovered by Coroner's Office from the decedent's right
index finger.
Inked Fingerprint 01 observed on Item: 4269 A-01 was compared to the record prints of Chad BURNETT DOB:
08/16/1970 resulting in an identification to the right index finger.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION

All Evidence Disposition: Submit to Agency Evidence

08

END OF REPORT

Assigned Analyst
Brian Annen | 2191
Latent Print Analyst
20MCL01389.0001_20200526_ReqID_023004
Report v.2016.09.30
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 2000490 (EPCC)
Appendix A

Significance of the conclusions reached in latent print examination are as follows:
Identification: Sufficient quantity and quality of friction ridge detail was observed in agreement between a friction ridge impression
and a record print.
Inconclusive: Sufficient quantity and quality of friction ridge detail was not observed in agreement or disagreement between a friction
ridge impression and a record print.
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EP
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/2
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20

Exclusion: Sufficient quantity and quality of friction ridge detail was observed in disagreement between a friction ridge impression
and a record print.

20MCL01389.0001_20200526_ReqID_023004
Report v.2016.09.30
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20E06021-LAB - CRIME SCENE RESPONSE,HAVKO 05-28-20

METRO CRIME LABORATORY
705 South Nevada Avenue, Suite B200 Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Phone: (719)444-7750 Fax: (719)444-7924

LABORATORY REPORT
Requesting Agency: Case No: 20-06021
El Paso County Sheriffs Office
27 E Vermijo Av
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Request Submitted By: Det. Courtney McCormack, 13150
Request Date: Tue May 26, 2020
Offense: All Other Offenses
Victim: BURNETT, Chad

Lab Case Number: 20MCL01389
Unit: Crime Scene Investigations
Crime Scene Inv.: Brooke Havko, 4269
Report Date: Thu May 28, 2020 13:33
DOB: 08/16/1970

REQUESTED SERVICE - Process [Crime Scene - Response]
CSI RESPONSE DOCUMENTATION
CSI - Autopsy Documentation
Decedent
BURNETT, Chad
DOB: 08/16/1970 Age: 50
Location of autopsy: 2741 E Las Vegas St (El Paso County Coroner's Office)
Response Date/Time: Tue May 26, 2020 Arrived: 07:56 Clear: 11:48
Declared Cause of Death: Pending
Declared Manner of Death: Pending

Digital
Images (DIMS)

[X]

SO
/2
5/
20

Autopsy No.
Date
Coroner/Medical Examiner
20-00490
05/26/2020

Evidence item(s) related to Autopsy

{IMPRESSION EVIDENCE} 10 PRINTS & R/L PALM PRINTS. COLLECTED FROM
VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-02 (A-02)

{TRACE} BROWN PAPER BAG W/ RED WRIST WRAP. REC'D FROM R. HAND OF
VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

EP

4269 A-01 (A-01)

{TRACE} BROWN PAPER BAG W/ RED WRIST WRAP. REC'D FROM L. HAND OF
VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-04 (A-04)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} WHITE MESH FACE/HEAD COVER W/ POSSIBLE
BLOODSTAINS. REC'D FROM HEAD OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT
AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-05 (A-05)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} BROWN VELCRO STRAP WITH BUCKLE. REC'D FROM
ANKLES OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON
5/26/20.

4269 A-06 (A-06)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} GREY PEERLESS BRAND HANDCUFFS W/ POSSIBLE
BLOODSTAINS. REC'D FROM R. WRIST OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70
AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-07 (A-07)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} NECKLACE W/ BLK LEATHER, ROPE, & METAL. REC'D
FROM ABDOMINAL AREA OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY
20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-08 (A-08)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} WHITE METAL NECKLACE W/ WHITE METAL SAINT
CHRISTOPHER PENDANT. REC'D FROM NECK OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB:
8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-09 (A-09)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} WHITE METAL EARRING W/ CLEAR STONE, POSS
BLDSTNS. REC'D FROM L. EAR OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT
AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

20MCL01389.0002_20200526_ReqID_023006
Report CSI v.2016.09.15
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

CSI - Autopsy Documentation
Autopsy No.

Date

Coroner/Medical Examiner

Decedent

Digital
Images (DIMS)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} WHITE METAL SKULL RING. REC'D FROM R. RING FINGER
OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-11 (A-11)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} 2 WHITE METAL RINGS W/ CLEAR STONES. REC'D FROM
R. PINKY FINGER OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY
20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-12 (A-12)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} 3 BRACELETS: 1 WHI METAL W/ GRN STONE, 1 BLK
LEATHER CUFF, 1 NVY/BURG CORD. REC'D R. WRIST OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT
DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-13 (A-13)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} WHITE METAL RING W/ CELTIC DESIGN. REC'D FROM L.
RING FINGER OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490
ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-14 (A-14)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} WHITE METAL RING W/ CLEAR STONES. REC'D FROM L.
PINKY FINGER OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490
ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-15 (A-15)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} 2 WHITE METAL NECKLACES & 1 WHITE METAL ROLEX
WATCH. REC'D FROM L. WRIST OF VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT
AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-16 (A-16)

{SHOES} 1 PAIR OF BLK/WHI VANS BRAND SHOES, MEN'S SIZE 13. REC'D FROM
VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-17 (A-17)

{CLOTHING} BLACK UNDER ARMOUR PANTS, SIZE XL, W/ TASER PROBE & WIRE
ATTACHED. REC'D FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY
20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

4269 A-10 (A-10)

{CLOTHING} BLK/WHI/YEL PRINTED STANCE BRAND BOXERS, SIZE L, W/ POSS.
BLDSTNS. REC'D FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY
20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-19 (A-19)

{CLOTHING} GREY ADIDAS HOODIE, SIZE 2XL W/ TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
EMBLEM, POSS BLDSTNS, CUT BY MED. REC'D W/ VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB:
8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-20 (A-20)

08

4269 A-18 (A-18)

{HOMICIDE KIT} PARTIAL HOMICIDE KIT: FACE/NECK, R/L HAND SWABS & R/L
FINGERNAIL CLIPPINGS. REC'D FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT
AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-21 (A-21)

{DNA - BLOOD STANDARD} BLOOD CARD. REC'D FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT
DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

4269 A-22 (A-22)

{CLOTHING} RED/WHI/BLK TRUNK BRAND T-SHIRT, CUT BY MEDICAL. REC'D
FROM VICTIM CHAD BURNETT DOB: 8/16/70 AT AUTOPSY 20-00490 ON 5/26/20.

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Also present for the autopsy were Detective Courtney McCormack/13150 and Detective Lisa
Montville/01060 both of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Investigations Division and
Detective Matthew Kerr/2633 of the Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) Violent Crimes Unit.
The evidence items recovered during the autopsy were transported to the Metro Crime Lab and placed
into a secure processing room until they could be inventoried, packaged and sealed, and transferred
to the custody of an EPSO Evidence Technician.
20MCL01389.0002_20200526_ReqID_023006
Report CSI v.2016.09.15
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
All digital photographs that were taken during the autopsy were entered into the Digital Imaging
Management System (DIMS) with the Colorado Springs Police Department, Set #6.
There is no additional information regarding this request at this time.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION

All Evidence Disposition: Submit to Agency Evidence

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

END OF REPORT

Assigned Analyst
Brooke Havko | 4269
CSI
20MCL01389.0002_20200526_ReqID_023006
Report CSI v.2016.09.15
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Narrative 20200524 1258 Price,Jon 02034
On Sunday, May 24, 2020, at 12:58 pm, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan. He
directed me to respond to
Ashgrove Street to assist in a Deadly Force Investigation (DFIT) involving Officers of the Colorado
Springs Police Department. (CSPD)
The initial information provided by Sgt. Abendschan was that the suspect had menaced a neighbor with a knife. When the involved
officers confronted him, a physical struggle ensued, and the suspect was tazed. The suspect apparently went into cardiac arrest.
Medical treatment was provided; however, the suspect died as a result of the incident.
CSPD Lt. Patrick
I arrived on scene at approximately 1:53 pm. I contacted CSPD Lieutenant David Patrick who provided the following information:
Four CSPD Officers were dispatched to this address this morning reference a neighbor dispute the suspect had committed felony
menacing with a baseball bat and a knife. During contact with the Officers, the suspect went in and out of his home several times.
Eventually the officers attempted to take the suspect into custody by grabbing before he could go back inside his house. This led to a
physical struggle. The suspect was tazed and the officers were able to gain control of him. They placed handcuffs and leg shackles on
him. The suspect went into cardiac arrest and CPR was initiated. Medical personnel were called to the scene provided aid for a
considerable amount of time before terminating life-saving efforts.
Lieutenant Patrick advised CSPD has a significant previous history at this address with the suspect. A safety sweep has been conducted
and no one else was located inside the home. It is unknown as if the suspect lives alone or not. There is a dog inside the home. There are
multiple surveillance cameras located within the cul-de-sac which may have captured video footage of the incident. Lt. Patrick
identified
as the home of the victim of the menacing.
is address of the suspect. He is laying on the floor near the front door.

SO
/2
5/
20

The four involved officers have been transported to the Police Operations Center (POC). There is a fifth officer who arrived when the
leg shackles were being applied who has also been transported to the POC. There are books and clothing on the driveway which may
be part of what the dispute was over.
The associated CSPD case number is 20-18512.

EP

Detective Whitehead conversation

At 2:38 pm I spoke with Detective Brad Whitehead via telephone. I gave him a description of
Ashgrove Street and an overview of
the incident as relayed to me from Lieutenant Patrick so that he could compose the Search Warrant.

08

Interview

At approximately 2:53 pm, I interviewed
/ / at her home,
Ashgrove St. I was accompanied by CSPD
Detective Chris McCleary. I made an audio recording of the interview. The following is not a word per word transcription, but a
summary of the information she provided:
was Mr. Burnett’s closest friend in the neighborhood, but she did not know him well. She has only known him for the past
couple of years. She described him as having a lot of demons and as being disturbed. He previously told her husband he had a troubled
life in high school. His personality /
state is erratic, switching between friendly to aggressive very quickly. She has been hoping
he would seek
, but he never did. CSPD’s crisis team has made contact with Mr. Burnett.
He moved in a couple of years ago. The house belonged to his
His
died, and then his
shortly thereafter. He
told her he had difficulty living in his
house. In January he spoke of selling the house, and moving to Texas.
came over this morning with Mr. Burnett’s dog which had gotten loose. The dog was originally collected by a neighbor
named
had gone to
house, and obtained the dog which is named Abby.
and
went
to Mr. Burnett’s house to return Abby to him. They encountered him near the cu-de-sac. He didn’t understand they were returning his
dog. He stated, “I’m
He had a bible and a stack of books in his hands. He attempted to hand the books to
and
He threw the books to the ground. He started using profanity. He went to the window of a
house and looked in.
Mrs.
husband began to pick up the books. Mr. Burnett approached him. He took out a pocketknife and threatened
“I’m going to kill you.”
responded, “I thought we were friends?”
left at this point to go call law enforcement.

Page: 8 of 228

She did not witness what happened afterwards.
described the knife as being dirty and had a triangle shaped blade. She held out her fingers to indicate the blade was
approximately six inches long.
did not watch or observe what occurred once the officers arrived. She does not have any video surveillance equipment
which would have captured the incident.
did not smell it, but both John and

smelt alcohol on Mr. Burnett during the incident.

recounted that Mr. Burnett had come over yesterday morning. He complained his Corvette had been stolen. Someone had
broken into his house and taken it while he was asleep. Mr. Burnett knew the Corvette was on Lake Avenue. He had made
arrangements for a friend named “Guillermo” to tow it. Mr. Burnett accused a man named Mark Sather of having stolen the Corvette.
Mr. Burnett later stated Mark Sather was going to help him recover it.
went with Mr. Burnett and discovered the Corvette had a dead battery.
went over a few minutes later. She
stayed with the Corvette. Mr. Burnett offered her money and his credit card to give to either Guillermo or Mark Sather should they
arrive.
was able to jump start the Corvette, and they all returned home. While they were at the Corvette Mr. Burnett
flipped off multiple other motorists as they drove past. These offensive gestures were un-provoked.
Later Mr. Burnett brought over a box of food which he left on their front porch. He also brought over his mother’s wedding ring and
pearls, and the title to the Corvette. He forced
to take them. She gave him a note stating she had temporary custody of these
items.
There was an additional incident yesterday where Mr. Burnett came over. He demanded his keys. He was very aggressive in his
demands. She elaborated that he raised his voice and closed personal space.

SO
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She keeps her front door locked because she is afraid of Mr. Burnett. He frequently comes to her door and leaves things. He recently
left legal papers at her door.

EP

Recently his attorney had called her. She was surprised as she was unaware Mr. Burnett had given out her phone number. Mr.
Burnett had listed her as a trusted neighbor. The attorney was attempting to get in contact with Mr. Burnett.
went to his
residence to relay this message. She went inside at which time he told her he was a Texas Ranger. Mr. Burnett spoke at length. He
didn’t seem to comprehend the attorney was waiting for a phone call.
made a comment, “She was finally able to get out of
there.” She clarified she did not feel endangered during the conversation.
did not have any additional information.
and

Interview

08

At approximately 4:02 pm, Detective McCleary and I interviewed
/ / and
/ / in their
home,
Ashgrove Street. I made an audio recording of the interview. The following is not a word per word transcription, but a
summary of the information they provided:
was contacted by
this morning, who had found Mr. Burnett’s dog wandering the neighborhood. They
attempted unsuccessfully to contact him by phone and there was no response at his door.
asked Carolyn Shaw to
accompany her as she was concerned by Mr. Burnett’s recent behavior.
and
encountered Mr. Burnett near the
driveway. Mr. Burnett was saying, “Someone stole Abby.”
responded, “Abby is right here.” Mr. Burnett was unable to comprehend that his dog was being returned to him.
could smell alcohol on him.
Mr. Burnett told
that
is a Texas Ranger.
went along with it, and agreed he was. Mr. Burnett stated
“Tom” had given
a Texas Ranger gun, and he wanted it returned now. Three weeks ago, he had accused
of
having stolen his gun. Mr. Burnett obtained a folding pocketknife from his pocket and opened it to expose the blade. After opening the
knife he stated, “I want my gun.”
responded that they are friends, and Mr. Burnett dropped the knife down beside his leg.
Mr. Burnett had a bible and stack of books. He was attempting to force
they refused. Mr. Burnett threw the items all over the
flower bed.

and

and

to take the items, which

Mr. Burnett went to the area in front of
home, and kicked her window. He stated something like, “You bitch.” He
returned to the
driveway, where
was picking the books. He stood over
with the knife in his hand and
stated, “I’m going to kill you.”
described him as holding the knife with the blade extended from the pinky side in a dagger
motion. The blade was only inches away from
chest.
remained calm, and diffused the situation.
Page: 9 of 228

was afraid for Mr.

safety.

went inside to call 911.
stayed outside with
Mr. Burnett then stated he was a San Diego Policeman,
and that he was going to read them their Miranda rights. At this point Mr. Burnett recited the Miranda Warning. He was also asking
for a ring, which
later learned was his
wedding ring which the
had from the day before.
gave
Mr. Burnett the note his
had written yesterday pertaining to the ring.
Mr. Burnett took something out of his pocket and threw it at

window. He also threw a set of keys.

went inside her home. She and her husband watched the police response from their windows. The officers were all in
uniform. They thought the officers were, “very patient” with Mr. Burnett as they dealt with him. They attempted to speak with him as
through his front door. They were attempting coax him outside. He was not willing to come out.
Mr. Burnett stated he was the owner of the Broadmoor, and that he is
noted his
was named
not
He threatened that the Broadmoor police would arrest them.
The CSPD Officers eventually told Mr. Burnett they needed him to come out so they could serve a ticket for breaking
window. Mr. Burnett denied having done this.
had videoed the
incident on his cell phone.
Mr. Burnett came out of the house several times and threw things and yelled at the officers. He rolled a bicycle out the front door and
into the lawn. He came out with a knife once. He was ordered to drop the knife, which he did.
On one occasion he had a short bat and on another he had a long stick. On the last time he attempted to run back into his house. He
couldn’t get the door shut. Three officers rammed the door, and were able to get inside.
At this time there was a female officer at the
house who was interviewing them. This female officer had a Taser, and began
walking towards the Burnett home. She entered the house. They could not hear or tell that the Taser had been deployed.

SO
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He later came out the front door with handcuffs on. He was talking. They went back inside in the house, and
could hear
things breaking at this time. She could also hear Mr. Burnett screaming. Later the ambulance came. He was on a stretcher at one
point. The
view is obscured by trees, and they could not see much of what occurred.
Mr. Burnett is involved in a lawsuit with some family members. There is an aunt living in Texas. Abby belonged to his parents.

EP

About a month ago the HOA cut some pine trees in front of his house. He was very angry, and stated these were $60,000 bonsai trees
from Japan. This was the beginning of his erratic behavior. He later accused
of having killed her husband and his
mother. One day he can be friendly and on others he is aggressive. There are rumors that Mr. Burnett had drug problems in high
school, and that classmates were afraid of him.

Interview

later

08

&
have a Ring doorbell. The camera did not activate, and they did not capture footage of the incident.
emailed the footage captured on his cell phone to me.
and
did not have any additional information.

At approximately 4:12 pm, Detective McCleary and I interviewed
“
/ / in her home,
Ashgrove
Street. I made an audio recording of the interview. The following is not a word per word transcription, but a summary of the
information she provided:
friend,
(unknown last name) arrived this morning just before 9:00 am. Mr. Burnett came out and told her,” Don’t
shoot me, I didn’t do it.” He was not making any sense.
came inside, and relayed these statements to
recalled an incident which occurred two weeks ago on Wednesday. Mr. Burnett accused her of stealing his “Texas Ranger”
gun. He also made the comment, “You killed my mother and you killed your husband.” He was not making sense in these comments.
She also discussed a recent incident during which a man came to her front door with a gun. She confirmed this male was not Mr.
Burnett. As a result of this incident, she installed a video camera which captures her front porch.
allowed me to view her
system, and it caught an image of him briefly approaching her front door this morning at 8:36 am. He appeared to be taking a photo
with his cell phone and talking to himself. He walked away without making contact. I made a recording of this footage on my cell
phone.
did not have any additional information.
Interview
After concluding the interview of
I walked to
the door, and I left a business card requesting contact.
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Ashgrove Street to contact

There was no response to

At approximately 5:11 pm, I received a phone call from
She stated this morning between 8:45 and 9:00
am she noticed “Abby”, Mr. Burnett’s dog was loose and roaming the neighborhood. She took control of Abby, and attempted to
return her to Mr. Burnett. She knocked and rang the doorbell, but there was no response. She noted the small garage door was
opened, exposing an approximate eight-inch crack on the bottom.
She returned to her residence where she contacted
to Mr. Burnett.

later came to her house, and took Abby to return the dog

did not have any interaction with Mr. Burnett today, and did not witness any of the incident. She is aware he has a
history of angrily shouting, threatening and harassing people in the neighborhood. She did not have any additional information.
Scene Search
I assisted with the execution of the Search Warrant by searching the residence. I discovered the following which I pointed out to CSI
Amanda Kimball of the Metro Crime Lab for processing and collection:

SO
/2
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1. Cell phone (iPhone) on a dresser in the master bedroom.
2. Family Bibles stacked on the same dresser. (photographed only)
3. Note written by
concerning the wedding ring on the
master bed.
4. Dowel rod on master bed.
5.
base station from office.
6. Prescription medication bottles both in a kitchen cabinet and
in the medicine cabinet of master bathroom. (Collected by
Coroner’s Office.)
7. Chad Burnett’s wallet with ID cards on nightstand in master
bedroom (Photographed only.)
8. Key and FOB to a Chevrolet under an area rug in the living room.
(Photographed only.)
9. Damage to the drywall behind the front door. (Photographed only.)

Nothing Further

EP

This was the extent of my investigative activities. I cleared the call at 8:59 pm.
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Case Status: Same as original

Supplement 20200524 1230 Mihalko,Mitchell 03026
CR 20-6021 / AOA - DFIT
Associated Case: CSPD 2020-18512
24 May 2020
On Sunday, 24 May 2020 at approximately 1230 hours, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO)
Investigations Division was alerted by the Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) Lieutenant Christine SHEPPARD that
members of CSPD Patrol were involved in the use of force incident where the subject had died. CSPD requested EPSO assistance to
investigate the circumstances surrounding the incident.
As part of standard procedure, a Deadly Force Investigations Team (DFIT) response is an agreement between the Colorado Springs
Police Department, the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office and the District Attorney’s Office for transparency purposes. Based upon the
aforementioned request by CSPD, the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office accepted the request and became the investigating agency.
The initial call for service came from a residence located at
Ashgrove Street. I was later told the address of
Ashgrove Street,
Colorado Springs, CO which is within the County of El Paso, State of Colorado, was the location of occurrence.
INITIAL INFORMATION:
The initial information provided to me was that officers had been called to a weapons display / felony menacing call. While in contact
with the suspect in the call, they attempted to effect an arrest when he physically resisted. During the attempt to arrest the suspect, a
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Taser was deployed by an officer, but it appeared to be ineffective and the suspect continued to fight the officers. During the struggle,
the suspect went limp and passed away on scene.
Decedent: Chad BURNETT, DoB 08/16/1970
Involved Officers:
1. Officer Caroline BARTH
2. Officer Matt FLEMING
3. Officer Joe DAIGLE
4. Sergeant Mike INAZU
5. Officer Jake CARROLL
No other details were provided to me at that time.
RESOURCE DEPLOYMENT:
Detective Sergeant J. Abendschan was assigned as the field supervisor during this investigation. Detective C. McCormack was assigned
as the lead detective in the case.
Detective Sergeant Abendschan assembled the EPSO team assigned to the investigation. Detectives were assigned to the scene location
for duties relating to scene processing and the CSPD Police Operations Center (POC) for various duties related to the investigatory
activities.
Responding Lieutenant: DET LT M. Mihalko
Field Supervisor: DET SGT J. Abendschan
Lead Detective: DET C. McCormack
Scene Detective: DET J. Price / DET C. McCormack
Witness Detective: N/A
Officer Processing: DET D. Glenn
CSPD Liaison to EPSO DFIT Team: DET M. Lehmkuhl
CSPD Lead Investigator: DET M. Kerr
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Case Status: CBA
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DETECTIVE STATEMENT:
I responded to the CSPD POC at approximately 1400 hrs to communicate information to on scene detectives, facilitate interviews and
coordinate investigative efforts as well as allocation of resources. During this time, I remained in contact with the Sergeant
Abendschan conducting the investigative efforts and helping to compile and share information as necessary.
I coordinated contact between the EPSO Public Information Officer (PIO) and the CSPD PIO for any public information release.
Detective Glenn was tasked with conducting the officer processing in conjunction with the Crime Scene Investigator A. Kimball. I
learned all officers identified were involved in the use of force.
I worked with the CSPD Liaison to set officer interview times.
Following my duties at the POC, I responded to the outer perimeter of the scene at 1627 hrs. I spoke with SGT Abendschan and then
left the scene at approximately 1643 hours.
I did not enter the scene. I conducted no further investigative activity at that time. I have no evidence or items to attach to this report.

Supplement 20200526 0800 Montville,Lisa 01060

Case Supplement, 20-6021
Detective Statement:
On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at about 8:00 a.m., I, Detective Montville responded to the El Paso County Coroner’s Office, located at
2741 East Las Vegas Street, in El Paso County, Colorado to attend an autopsy. The decedent was identified by Detective Courtney
McCormack as Chad Burnett DOB:8/16/70.
The autopsy was performed by Dr.
At the conclusion of the autopsy Dr.
stated the preliminary
manner of death was homicide. Dr.
stated the cause of death was underlying heart disease and being tased. Toxicology on
the decedent is pending.
The autopsy was complete at about 9:30 a.m.
Nothing Follows.
Case Status: ACT-INV
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Supplement 20200526 0800 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement For Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #2
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division was present for the autopsy of Mr. Chad Burnett.
The autopsy was conducted by Dr.
at the El Paso County Corners Office located at 2741 E. Las Vegas Street. The
autopsy was observed CSPD Detective Matthew Kerr, EPSO Detective Lisa Montville, and Metro Crime Lab Crime Scene Investigator
(CSI) Brooke Havoko were present for the autopsy.
Photographs were conducted during the autopsy by the EPSO Corners office and CSI Havoko.
Mr. Burnett’s death was ruled a preliminary homicide with contributing factors of an enlarged heart with heart disease, use of a taser
device, and the physical altercation. The death is pending decision based on Mr. Burnett’s toxicology screening.
I have nothing further at this time.
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Case status- Active Investigation
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Signed search warrant
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Scribe sheet
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Supplement 20200524 1315 Whitehead,Bradley 05071
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2020-00006021 (1) Initial report:
On Sunday, May 24, 2020, at about 1:15 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
Investigations Division, was contacted by Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan; in reference to a deadly force incident involving the
(CSPD) Colorado Springs Police Department. The incident occurred at
Ashgrove Street, located in El Paso County, State of
Colorado. Sgt. Abendschan asked me to respond to the OTS (Office of The Sheriff) located at 27 East Vermijo Avenue, Colorado
Springs, CO 80903, and complete a search warrant for
Ashgrove Street.
At about 3:59 pm, I made contact with the on-call duty judge via telephone, who identified herself to me as Judge Gomez. I advised
Judge Gomez I had a search warrant for her review. After Judge Gomez swore me in over the phone, I signed the search warrant,
scanned it, and emailed it to her.
At about 4:18 pm, I received an email from Judge Gomez with the signed search warrant. I notified Sgt. Abendschan the warrant was
signed, and he asked me to respond to the scene to assist with the search warrant.
At about 5:01 pm, I arrived on scene. After the scene was documented by the Metro Crime Lab, I assisted with the collection of
evidence by noting items seized on the scribe sheet. I responded to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility, located at
2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906, and secured the scribe sheet and items give to me by Detective McCormack,
in Locker #102, to be processed at a later date.
I have attached a copy of the signed search warrant and scribe sheet to this supplement.
I have nothing further at this time.
Case Status: Active
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Supplement 20200527 0800 Brklich,Nickolas 05007
Case Number: 2020-6021
Date Reported: Sunday May 24, 2020
Case Title: Assist Outside Agency
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007
This is a supplement to Case # 2020-6021 Supp 1 Thursday May 28, 2020
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Follow-up Investigative Activity
On Wednesday May 27, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked to follow-up with the Broadmoor Security
and Information section as information had been gathered indicating this unit had responded to calls for service in reference to Mr.
Chad Burnett.
At approximately 4:05 pm, I arrived at building 1659, located on the Broadmoor hotel complex., Colorado Springs, CO. While at the
security office I spoke with
(Chief of Security).
had previously been talked to about the situation with Mr. Burnett and had their reports (daily logs) printed out. Ms.
stated she knew of previous contacts with Mr. Burnett but nothing specific. She was able to tell me she believed Mr. Burnett’s
had passed away in June 2019 and his
had passed away approximately 2 - 3 weeks later. She stated Mr. Burnett inherited the
property from his
The reports from the Security unit begins on 5/4/2020 with a call for service of Mr. Burnett pointing a gun at his neighbor at
Ashgrove. The remainder of the reports vary in complaints but are all associated to Mr. Burnett. The reports consist of the following
dates: 5/4/20, 5/5/20, 5/6/20, 5/11/20, 5/12/20, 5/13/20, 5/18/20, 5/19/20, 5/22/20 and 5/24/20.
A copy of the reports is attached to this supplement.
Case Status
Active Investigation
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Evidence Invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Price, Jon 02034
Barcode

Item #

*1158148*
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Item Type

Description

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158148

Mandatory Info: Evidence

OFFICER DAIGLE INTERVIEW
Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158149*

11

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158149

Mandatory Info: Evidence

AUDIO RECORDING

INTERVIEW
Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

*1158150*

12

1158150

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

AUDIO RECORDING

INTERVIEW

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Mandatory Info: Evidence
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Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:
13

Mandatory Info: Evidence

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

AUDIO RECORDING

08

*1158151*
1158151

INTERVIEW

Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158152*

14

CD/DVD(s)

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158152

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158153*

15

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158153

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Printed: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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CELL PHONE VIDEO
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El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Price, Jon 02034
Barcode

Item #

Item Type

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: Price, Jon 02034
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Description

Printed: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200527 1045 Price,Jon 02034
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On May 27, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, performed the following investigation:
Officer Daigle Interview
From 10:45 am - 11:27 am I conducted an interview of CSPD Officer Joseph Daigle in Interview Room #4 of the Office of the Sheriff.
He was accompanied by his attorney, John Newsome. A video recording was made of the interview, and the recording will be
transcribed. I offer the following summary:
Officer Daigle was dispatched to
Ashgrove Street to investigate a weapons display call. He interviewed the victim,
While
conducting the interview, Officer Daigle the suspect come in and out of his home several times. Officer Fleming interviewed
and an additional neighbor, Mrs.
was interviewed. It was determined probable cause existed to arrest the suspect on a
Felony Menacing charge.
Officers Daigle, Fleming, and Sgt. Inazu rushed towards the suspect, who attempted to run into his house, and close the front door.
They were able to force the door open before he locked it. The suspect ended up face down in the entry way with his arms underneath
him. He was told he was under arrest and to comply. He refused to be handcuffed. The suspect is physically larger and stronger than
even the four combined officers, who had difficulty throughout the incident taking control of him. Officer Barth deployed her taser,
with a probe strike which was only partially effective. She made a second arc activation, and the Officers were able to place the suspect
into handcuffs.
They stood the suspect up and began to walk him out of the house. The suspect resisted, and flung them down onto the front porch.
They stood him up a second time, and attempted to walk him to a patrol car in the driveway. He resisted again, and was able to move
backwards to the entry way floor. Leg restraints were applied. Officer Daigle controlled the suspect’s left shoulder. He ceased to
struggle and eventually lost consciousness. The Officers performed life saving measures until paramedics arrived and took over.
Officer Daigle did not use any force such as a choke hold which would have directly contributed to the suspect’s death. He did not use
any force outside of CSPD’s policy. He was surprised when the suspect passed away.
See the transcript for complete details.
Evidence Processing
I prepared and entered the following items into evidence:
#10 - DVD containing video recording of Officer Daigle interview
#11 - CD containing audio recording of
interview
#12 - CD containing audio recording of
&
interview
#13 - CD containing audio recording of
interview
#14 - CD containing video recording of
video surveillance footage
#15 - CD containing recording of
cell phone video recording
Pamela
Interview
At 1:15 pm, I, spoke with
/ / via telephone. She was dating
who passed away on the night
of May 23rd. She came to
residence on the morning of May24th to visit.
opened her garage door to meet her.
As Mrs.
arrived, Mr. Burnett came out of his house and began to yell. He initially asked if she (
was dead. He then
went on to say something to the effect, “Don’t mess with me, I have a gun.” or something about a gun.
stated he wasn’t
making any sense. She and
went inside the garage and closed the garage door to get away from him.
had
never met Mr. Burnett before, but has been warned that he has
issues. His behavior confirmed to her he was suffering
from some type of
issue. She had no additional information.
Nothing Further
Status: SAO

RoE for 20-1552
IN THE COUNTY COURT IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
EL PASO AND STATE OF COLORADO

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS NO. 2020-00006021
CLERK OFFICE CASE NO. 20-1552

Report of Execution of Search Warrant
On the 25th day of May, 2020, a search warrant was issued by the County Court for El Paso County and State of Colorado directing
that a search may be made of the following described premise, location, or person:
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Ashgrove Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906.
and on the 25th day of May, 2020 the undersigned, as one of the persons authorized to conduct such a search and seizure did conduct
such search and reports the following was found and seized:

Done this 25th day of May, 2020

________________________________
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Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
Investigations Division
27 East Vermijo Street
Colorado Springs, Co 80903

from master bathroom.
security
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Silver knife from the front yard
2 books from the front yard / driveway
1 shirt from front yard
Taserwire from front yard
1 pair of black gloves from foyer
1 taser wire from foyer
1 swab from living room
1 taser probe from living room
1 earing from foyer
2 shirts from front porch
1 pair of flex cuffs from front porch
1 cell phone from master bedroom
1 wooden dowel from master bedroom
1 note and 1 receipt from master bedroom
1
base router from office
Indicia from office
1 HP laptop from office
1 Nighthawk Custom .45 handgun SN:
1 green notebook containing password for

08

Supplement 20200528 0945 Whitehead,Bradley 05071

2020-00006021 (3) RoE for Search Warrant 20-1552:
On Thursday, May 28, 2020, at about 9:45 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
Investigation’s Division, turned in a Report of Execution in reference to this case, Clerk Office Court #20-1552, to the El Paso County
Court Clerk’s Office. I have attached a copy of the report to this supplement.
I have nothing further at this time.
Case Status: Active

Supplement 20200527 0800 Whitehead,Bradley 05071
2020-00006021 (2) Assigned leads:
On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, at about 8:00 am, I Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
Investigation’s Division, attended a leads meeting regarding this case. I was tasked with completing search warrants for
Technologies, the home security system, Chad’s cell phone and laptop. I was also asked to follow-up with Chad’s
and his
Additionally, I was asked to obtain medical records for Chad.
phone interview:
At about 9:00 am, I activated my digital recorder and made contact with Chad’s / /
via
Page: 32 of 228
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telephone, at
I told her I was looking into Chad’s medical history and asked her if she would be able to provide me
with any information. She told me his primary care physician was Dr.
and he was seeing a
but she didn’t know
the
name.
identified Chad’s dentist as Dr.
but thought he was seeing a new dentist.
I asked her if she could talk to me about Chad’s
to include any medical issues he might have had.
said he had
issues due to how tall he was, but that was only speculation and wasn’t something he was diagnosed with. She said it was
an observation and something Chad told her.
said he was secretive about some of his health.
said he was diagnosed with and thought there was
She thought his newest
was only
treating him for
and felt that wasn’t enough.
didn’t know what type of medication Chad was on. She said with
were possible. I asked her if Chad had
and she said “yeah.”
said he hasn’t been seeing his therapist due to
and he did not want to pay the amount needed for the
to
come to his house for
Therefore, he wasn’t seeing his
and
was afraid he wasn’t taking his medication and
isolated himself.
felt he wasn’t in a good state of mind. I asked her how often they spoke, and she said it varied.
said “I blew up on him” a couple of weeks ago and he unfriended everyone on social media.
said he ceased contact with her
two weeks ago. She said he did call her, but she did not return his phone call because he did not leave a message.
I asked her what his state of mind was the last time she talked to him and she said “not good.”
again said it wasn’t good and
talked about an issue Chad told her he was having with a neighbor.
said he told her “if he had to he would take a knife out
there.”
said she doesn’t remember who he said the neighbor was, but it’s the woman who he confronted on Sunday. I asked
her if she could repeat what Chad told her about the knife.
said Chad told her two and a half weeks ago, he had an issue with
a neighbor and “he told me he felt she made it difficult for his
and ahm, had murdered his
Chad told
if he had
to, he would take a knife out when he went and talked to her.
I asked
what his
died from and she said his
died from a
and said his
stopped working.
She described Chad’s
as being
in a wheelchair and bed ridden.
wasn’t certain what she died from, but said
she was tall like Chad, but not as tall.
said she doesn’t remember an autopsy being done on Chad’s
said his
would know more about it because they were closer. I asked her if Chad’s
was
and she said it was.
said recently there was an issue between Chad and
and he hasn’t talked with
I asked her what the issue was and
she said Chad thought
was using him for money.
said he didn’t like the living conditions at
house, so he returned
home.
I asked her if there was anything else she thought I needed to know about Chad that would help in the investigation.
talked
about and when they go “
they can have
think they are bullet proof, and have grandiose ideas and
illusions. I asked her if Chad was
and she talked about an incident in June when he tried to
Chad was admitted
into
on a
said she didn’t know if he was
recently.
said Chad saw things in a negative way and wasn’t ok with the world to include where he lived, the people around him,
Covid-19, or anyone to include herself.
talked about Chad being a member of
(
and didn’t know if
he had a recent relapse. I asked her if he did any type of drugs. She said many years ago Chad was using Meth.
said in 2012
he “really fell off the wagon” and was using Cocaine.
asked about the autopsy and said she found out through Chad’s
who spoke with a security guard that Chad
“convulsed and then went limp.” I asked her if Chad any
and she said she didn’t know. She said Chad was healthy
and talked about how active Chad was.
asked questions about the process and how she found out about the incident. I allowed
to continue to talk as it seem
like she just wanted to talk to someone. I told her if she has any questions, she could call me.
At about 10:21 am, I received a voicemail from
who said she remembered Chad was seeing a
but she
doesn’t recall their name.
phone interview:
At about 10:50 am, I activated my digital recorder and made contact with
via telephone, at (
. I told
her I was calling in reference to Chad Burnett. I asked her if she was Chad’s
and she said she was and was his only living
relative. I asked her about the
she called in on Chad. She said the first one she called in was on April 23, 2020. She
explained she was a key holder to his house, and she was listed as someone the alarm company could call if they could not make contact
with Chad.
When
received a call from the alarm company, she would request a
on Chad and then try to call him herself. I
asked her if the first time she called a
was on April 23, 2020, and she said it was. There was an audible alarm and she
called in the
because nobody could make contact with him. Police arrived on scene and were invited in and everything
was apparently normal. Chad told police he was a priest and his house was a church.
said that was “a huge red flag.”
I asked her how many
she called in on Chad and she recounted calling in 4 times. Once on April 23, and then on May
17, 18, and 19.
said on the 17th, the alarm company received a trouble alarm and wasn’t able to make contact with Chad. She
called in the
and when officers knocked on the door, Chad put a chair up against the doorknob. Chad didn’t let the
officers in the house and told them his neighbors were trying to get in. Officers were able to look into the residence through the
windows on the sides of the front door. From what the officers saw everything appeared to be ok.
On the 18th, the alarm company received another trouble alarm and couldn’t make contact with Chad, so she called in another
Upon officers arrival, Chad came to the door and then walked off after looking out of the window.
later found out Chad
called dispatch and asked if officers actually came to his house.
didn’t understand why he would call and ask because the officers
would have been in uniform.
thought Chad must be going through some
said the
(
also responded during this incident, but he wouldn’t speak with them either.
On the 19th, the alarm company received another trouble alarm at about 10:30 pm.
again called in a
and upon
officers’ arrival the house was dark and there wasn’t any sign of a break in.
said Chad got up early and he might have gone to
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bed. Additionally, the dog doesn’t bark and would have stayed in bed with Chad.
said if he didn’t want to get up all he had to do
was pet the dog and the dog would have stayed and not ran to the door.
said she did call in a
on the 20th, but after the dispatcher spoke with a supervisor,
was advised they were not
going to send an officer out to the residence to check on Chad.
said she talked with Broadmoor Security Officer
who
told
about the problems they have been having with Chad.
said she did not know Chad was causing so many problems.
I asked
when the last time she spoke with Chad was and she said April 23rd. She said she left messages with Chad, but he did not
get back to her.
said he did answer the phone on time, but he set the receiver down. She tried again him again and that time he
answered. She told him she was about to call the cops for a
because she was worried about him. Chad told her she could
call anyone she wanted.
was bothered by the way he said that, and she told him it was
Chad told her ‘no it isn’t.’ She told
him she was
his
and again he told her she wasn’t and hung up on her.
said that was the last time she talked to
him.
said he lived with her in Texas and was going to live with her until the Covid-19 settled down. She talked about how small of a
town she lived in and there weren’t many cases being reported there. After about a week he returned to Colorado the first week of
April. She said he was picking a fight with her and felt she couldn’t say anything right to him.
talked about Chad’s
and
dying within a week of each other in January of 2019. Since then, she estimated they
talked about twice a week and said he had a lot of
regarding the neighbors.
thought he quit taking his medications
before he left her house. I asked her what the medication was and what it was for. She said she didn’t know what medication he was
taking, but thought it was for I asked her if Chad was diagnosed with anything and she said Chad told her he was diagnosed
with
.
said Chad was in Aspen Pointe about a year ago and thought that was when he was put on medication.
I asked her if she had access to the home security system and she said the home security was only on the garage and she had a key to
the house. She said she was leaving tomorrow to come to Colorado Springs and asked if she could stay in Chad’s house. I told her I
didn’t know if she could stay there or not and that would be a civil issue. She said she would follow up with Chad’s attorney. I told
her we secured the house that night when we were done and whoever was allowed to be at the house could be. I asked her about the
video camera on the front porch and if it recorded. She said she didn’t know, but Chad was able to view the camera from his phone.
I asked her if there was anything else she thought I should know about Chad’s
physical health, that would aid in the
investigation. She said in the last 6 to 8 months he was training for bicycling events, he was eating well and was a good cook.
said
she didn’t know if he was taking care of himself during this last month or not. I asked her if she was aware of any medical conditions
and she said she wasn’t, other than he had a skin condition on his feet from playing hockey.
I thanked her for her time and told her she could contact me anytime if she had any questions, or if she thought of anything else I
should know.
had questions about the investigation and when Chad’s body would be released. I told her it could take several
months, and I didn’t know when the body would be released. She told me
had
issues and Chad met her at
Pikes Peak
about 25 or 30 years ago.
said she didn’t know what
issues were and said
wasn’t taking any medication for it. She
advised me to take what
told me with a “grain of salt” and she liked “to be in on things.”
said when
found out
what happened Sunday on the news, so she went to Spring Grove, but she couldn’t get in because she didn’t have a code to get in the
gate. Spring Grove is the name of the gated community where Chad lived.
said
went around the community to where the trees were and climbed the fence.
said
told her what she
did. I asked her if
did that while officers were there, and she didn’t know.
said
did speak with neighbors and
thought the officers weren’t there any longer.
said Chad and
have been
for 7 years.
I asked
if she could call me back with
phone number if she found it and she said she would.
did not have any further
information for me and I ended the call.
I downloaded both phone interviews to a CD and placed it into Evidence Locker #INV1 as Item # 9.
At about 1:54 pm, I contacted Dr.
office. I asked the call taker who I needed to address the search warrant to in order to
get a copy of Chad’s medical records. The call taker did not know and put me on hold to find out. Moments later she told me she
contacted an administrator named
who would call me back with an answer.
I have nothing further at this time.
Case Status: Active
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El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Whitehead, Bradley 05071
Item #

Barcode

*1158144*

9

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158144

Mandatory Info: Evidence

CD CONTAINING PHONE INTERVIEWS WITH

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: Whitehead, Bradley 05071
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

AND

Printed: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Shaw notes
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Evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158093*

4

Item Type

Note(s)/Memo(s)

Description

Serial #:

1158093

(1) PAGE OF NOTES FROM

Mandatory Info: Evidence

RESIDENCE
Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address:
ASHGROVE STREET
Homicide #:

*1158094*

5

Other

LEZYNE Serial #: SILVER

1158094

(1) METAL DISK MADE BY LEZYNE, THROWN THROUGH MS.
WINDOW

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

*1158095*

6

1158095

SO
/2
5/
20

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address:
ASHGROVE STREET
Homicide #:

Search
Warrant/Waiver

Serial #:

SEARCH WAIVER FOR

Mandatory Info: Evidence

ASHROVE STREET,

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

EP

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address:
ASHGROVE STREET
Homicide #:

*1158096*
1158096

7

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

(1) DISK W. NEIGHBOORHOOD CANVAS RECORDINGS

08

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address:
ASHGROVE STREET
Homicide #:

*1158102*

RESIDENCE

8

Scribe Sheet(s)

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Serial #:

1158102

Mandatory Info: Evidence

(1) SCRIBE SHEET FROM

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address:
ASHGROVE STREET
Homicide #:

Printed: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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ASHGROVE STREET
Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Page 1 of 1
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Search waiver- Maytag
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Supplement 20200524 1305 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #1
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Call Out Information
On Sunday, May 24, 2020, at approximately 1:05 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division was notified by Detective SGT. Jacob Abendschan of a DFIT occurring at
Ashgrove Street,
located in the City of Colorado Springs, CO. I was advised the DFIT was involving Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD)
Officers. The officers were identified as Officer Fleming, Officer Daigle, Officer Inazu, Officer Jacob Carroll, and Officer Caroline
Barth.
SGT. Abendschan advised the individual involved was involved in a physical altercation with the officers where a taser was utilized.
Arrival on Scene
When I arrived on scene I was met by SGT. Abendschan, EPSO Detective John Price, CSPD Detective Kerr, CSPD Detective
McCleary, and CSPD Detective Exley.
I informed a physical altercation ensued between an individual identified as, Mr. Chad Burnett, DOB: 08/16/1970 and the CSPD
Officers while they were attempting to take him into custody. During this altercation Mr. Burnett was tased by Officer Barth.
Mr. Burnett became unresponsive during the altercation and stopped breathing. It was unknown what caused for this to occur.
Lifesaving measures were attempted by the officers and paramedics on scene for Mr. Burnett but were unsuccessful.

SO
/2
5/
20

I was advised the house were the incident occurred was located in the cul-de-sac, with several surrounding neighbors whom witnessed
the disturbance resulting in the law enforcement contact. There were several books and sealed dress shirts located in the yard and
driveway of the property. A bicycle was also laying on its side in the front yard of the home. There was blood located on the front
porch area of the home and an open knife located in the grass of the home.

EP

I was informed several items sitting on the front porch of the home were removed from the entry way of the home to allow for
paramedics to conduct life saving measures. This included a table, a container with several knifes, and 2-3 small black holders with
knives inside them.
Blood was located on the front porch of the home from the altercation. A used taser wire was located in the cul-de-sac, in front of the
CSPD vehicles.

08

Neighborhood Canvas
At approximately 2:45 it was determined a neighborhood canvas would be conducted by two groups of detectives. Detective Price
partnered with Detective McCleary conducted interviews at
Ashgrove Street,
Ashgrove Street, and
Ashgrove Street.
Detective Exley and I conducted interviews at
Ashgrove Street,
Ashgrove Street, and
were recorded with my office issued cellular phone to be placed into evidence.

Ashgrove Street. All interviews

Ashgrove Street (
At approximately 2:54 pm, I spoke with Mr.
/ /
resides at
Ashgrove Street.
stated his interactions with Mr. Burnett began on Saturday, May 23, 2020. On that day he came over around late morning and said his
Corvette had been stolen by Mr.
(UNK DOB). Mr. Mr. Burnett stated he found it over on Lake near Berthe Circle.
Mr. Burnett had called a tow truck for the vehicle but was worried, Mr.
also had called a tow truck for the vehicle. Mr.
Burnett claimed the steering column was broken on vehicle and asked
to go to wait for the tow truck. Mr. Burnett pulled out
his billfold have
some money for the tow.
The tow truck never came.
used the key Mr. Burnett had given him and attempted to start the vehicle. No damage was
apparent to the steering column and it appeared the vehicle only had a dead battery.
drove back to Ashgrove Street and told Mr. Burnett what he learned. He then offered to take him to jumpstart the car.
Mr. Burnett agreed to this and brought over a frozen meal to
thanking him for his help in advance.
Mr. Burnett and
went over and jump started the Corvette and Mr. Burnett drove it back. Mr. Burnett parked the vehicle in
the garage and then came back over to
address. Mr. Burnett accused
of having his keys to his house at this
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time.

stated he did not have the keys but would help him find them. The keys were later located in the corvette.

A little bit after that, Mr. Burnett showed up to
house with his
wedding ring, his
pearls and the title to
his Corvette. Mr. Burnett said, "I'm going to give you my Corvette right now. I'm just going to sign this. I like you. I appreciate
you're helping me."
told him not to do that and that they appreciated the gesture. Mr. Burnett continued to state everybody
hated him and that he wanted to give
the car.
took the items and placed them into an envelope to give back to
chad a little later.
On Sunday, May 24, 2020,
neighbor across the street,
came to the address and stated someone had called
her and had Mr. Burnett 's dog, Abby.
went over to get the dog to bring back to Mr. Burnett.
asked
and his wife,
to go with her to return the dog, due to her being scared of Mr. Burnett.
As they were getting read to take the dog to Mr. Burnett’s house, he came over to
address. Mr. Burnett had some books
with him and stated he wanted to give them to
Mr. Burnett appeared emotionally activated and began claiming to be
son. Mr. Burnett claimed the books to be family heirlooms and again tried to give them to
and
told Mr. Burnett no thank you and to keep the books. Mr. Burnett then became upset and began throwing
this stuff on the ground. Mr. Burnett removed a large metal disk out of his pockets and threw it at
house.
The disk broke her window, then Mr. Burnett walked over and kicked the window again. Mr. Burnett then returned back to
house as
was picking up Mr. Burnett belongings.
Mr. Burnett began yelling, "Leave my goddamn papers alone or I'm going to kill you." Mr. Burnett then pulled out his knife and held
it up over his head.
was approximately 2-3 feet away from him at this time. Mr. Burnett continued to yell leave my
goddamn stuff alone and I’m going to kill you.
stated he was not initially concerned until Mr. Burnett became more
persisted.

SO
/2
5/
20

stepped away from Mr. Burnett and attempted to talk to him as
called the police. Mr. Burnett told
they
were only friends if
was a Texas Ranger.
went along with Mr. Burnett statement in attempt to get Mr. Burnett
calmed down.
Mr. Burnett continued to state,
had stolen his Texas Ranger gun.
and Mr. Burnett argued over this briefly until
Mr. Burnett left the address with his dog.
stated he could tell Mr. Burnett had been drinking.

EP

Broadmoor Security (BSI) had arrived on scene before CSPD and spoke with Mr. Burnett. At that time, Mr. Burnett was provided
back this belonging from the day prior by

08

advised Mr. Burnett had also had a confrontation with another neighbor next door to him that morning. During that time,
he began yelling at her not to shoot him.
advised Ms.
husband may be in possession of a video recording from the
neighborhood argument.
nor his wife, witnessed the incident involving CSPD.
provided me with a list of notes he had been keeping
regarding Mr. Burnett strange behavior. This was placed into evidence.
also advised, Mr. Burnett had previously stated he
was part of the San Diego Police Department and did not like CSPD. Mr. Burnett explained he did not like them because he believed
they were fake police and part of a drug organization. Mr. Burnett has lived at the Ashgrove address since late 2018. He moved in
right before his
passed away in January 2019. Mr. Burnett
passed away a few days later allowing for Mr. Burnett
to take custody of the address.

Ashgrove Street (
At approximately 3:45 pm, I spoke with
/ /
resides at
Ashgrove Street.
stated there has been several issues with Mr. Burnett in the neighborhood since he moved in after the passing of his
and
stated she had heard from other neighbors that Mr. Burnett was ringing doorbells in the neighborhood at
night while carrying a firearm.
did not believe Mr. Burnett was arrested for this incident.
also stated
recently Mr. Burnett was arrested for breaking into his cousins address on Lake Street.
stated she occasionally watches Mr. Burnett’s weird behavior and has seen him talking to himself and dancing around in
her front yard. Today, May 24, 2020,
could hear yelling from outside. She looked out one of her front facing windows and
observed Mr. Burnett yelling at
and
Books and other objects appeared to be thrown throughout
and
Mr. Burnett’s yards.
During this incident Mr. Burnett picked up a larger metal disk and threw it into her front window. The disk shattered the front
windowpane. She then observed Mr. Burnett pull a knife out and threaten
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and CSPD.

contacted 911 and BIS due to what she observed.
did not observe any of the altercation involving Mr. Burnett
Ring Camera did not capture any footage of the incident as well.

had collected the metal disk Mr. Burnett had thrown through her window and provided this item to me to be placed into
evidence.
also provided me with a signed Search Waiver for her address to allow for the Crime Scene Investigators to
take photographs of the property. The waiver was also placed into evidence.
Ashgrove Street (
At approximately 4:41 pm, I spoke with
/ /
resides at 2739 Ashgrove Street.
stated she has had limited interactions with Mr. Burnett. They have only talked briefly on a few occasions.
stated recently Mr. Burnett contacted CSPD requesting they check on her.
was unsure why this happened
and was provided odd information. Mr. Burnett had also stated recently he received a check for a million dollars for doing something
involving the Tour de France.
collaborated the information provided earlier regarding the argument between the neighbors taking place and that Mr.
Burnett’s dog had been loose.
did not physically see the neighborhood argument or the altercation involving CSPD.
Interview with HOA President
While on scene, I was informed by Detective Kerr the HOA president for the neighborhood was present and wanted to speak with us.
The president was identified as
. During the interview with
I was requested to assist
the Crime Lab and had Detective Brad Whitehead finish the interview. The interview with
was recorded on my office
issued cellular phone and placed onto a disk for evidence with the neighborhood canvas.

SO
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Metro Crime Lab Response
At approximately 4:19 pm a warrant was obtained for the address by Detective Brad Whitehead.
At approxiamtly4:56 pm the Metro Crime Lab CSI Amanda Kimball responded to the address. A walkthrough of the scene with CSI
Kimball and DA Grant Libby was conducted.

EP

The house had signs of a physical struggle ensuing in the front living room. The rugs and chairs in the living room appeared to be
turned over and a portion of the fireplace tile was knocked off and damaged. A glass vase with dried flowers were located knocked
over on the floor of the entry way/living room.
Broken pieces of taser wire were located on the floor of the living room, along with a discharged probe from a taser.

08

Mr. Burnett’s cellular phone was located in the master bedroom of the address. It was later learned he utilized the phone to contact
EPSO dispatch over the incident.
Several knives were located around the home. Some to the knives appeared to be stabbed into tables and other objects in the home.
The remainder of the home appeared uninvolved in the incident. Abby (the dog) was located locked in an office located at the address.
This room appeared uninvolved in the incident. Abby was checked over by me to ensure noting of evidentiary value was located on
her. Afterwards she was removed from the home and provided to a neighbor identified as,
, whom requested to care
for her.
Processing of Address
The outside of the address was photographed and processed by CSI Kimball first to ensure it was done before sever weather came in.
Afterwards the interior of the house was photographed and processed. Several items of evidentiary value were collected by CSI
Kimball to be placed into evidence. These items were documented by Detective Brad Whitehead.
Coroner’s Office
At approximately 7:20 pm, the El Paso County Coroner Office arrived on scene. Deputy Coroner Stephanie Pape and Deputy Coroner
Rob Stevenson collected Mr. Burnett. Mr. Burnett’s autopsy was scheduled for 8:00 am on May 26, 2020 at the El Paso County
Coroner’s Office.
Miscellaneous Information
At approximately 8:56pm the address was completely processed and secured.
A crime scene log was maintained throughout the evening by CSPD Officer Elisabeth Reid.
Notification to Family
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At approximately 8:56 pm, Mr. Burnett’s cousins residing at 3 Lake Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO were notified of his death.
Evidence
The following items were placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility.
- Item #4- (1) Page of Notes from
- Item #5- (1) Metal Disk thrown through
window
- Item #6- Search Waiver for
Ashgrove Street (Maytag Residence)
- Item #7- Disk with Neighborhood Canvas Recordings
- Item #8- Scribe Sheet from
Ashgrove Street
I have nothing further at this time.
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Case Status: Active Investigation
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scribe sheet
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evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Glenn, David 13076
Barcode

*1158072*

Item #

Item Type

3

Paperwork/Docum
ent(s)

1158072

Description

Serial #:

PRINTOUT OF DOWNLOAD FROM OFC BARTH'S TASER

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: Glenn, David 13076
Recovery Address: 705 S NEVADA AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200526 1030 Glenn,David 13076
This is a supplement to EPSO case #20-6021
Case Information:
EPSO Case #20-6021
CSPD Case #20-18728

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 1030 hours, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office Criminal
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case.
I collected a paper printout of the data collected from the download of Officer Caroline Barth’s Taser X2 deployment on May 24, 2020,
from Detective Lehmkuhl at the Colorado Springs Police Operations Center, located a 705 S Nevada Avenue in Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
I entered the original document into evidence as Item 2.
Case Status: SOA

Supplement 20200524 1240 Abendschan,Jacob 02020

SO
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5/
20

Case Supplement
EPSO Case number 20-6021
Sergeant Jake Abendschan #02020

EP

INITIAL INFORMATION
On May 24, 2020 at approximately 1240 hours, I Sergeant Jake Abendschan received a phone call from Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko. Lt.
Mihalko explained several Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) officers were involved in a use of force while trying to arrest a
suspect. The suspect had died suddenly. The address of the incident was
Ashgrove Street in El Paso County, Colorado. The
CSPD response was due to a report of a menacing with a weapon. The suspect, Mr. Chad Burnett (081670), was throwing possessions
into a neighbor’s yard. When the neighbor tried to return the items, Mr. Burnett presented a knife and threatened them, holding the
knife over his head and bringing it forward in a cutting motion.
As a result of the incident, the Deadly Force Investigation Team was activated.

Lt. Mihalko further explained there were five involved CSPD officers. The officers were transported to the Police Operations Center.

08

DEPLOYMENT OF RESOURCES
I immediately began notifying El Paso County Sheriff’s Office detectives of the incidents and assigning tasks related to the incident.
Detective Brad Whitehead was initially assigned to the Office of the Sheriff for warrants and data gathering.
Detectives Jon Price and Courtney McCormack were assigned to the Ashgrove address and the neighborhood canvas. Detective
McCormack was designated as the lead detective for this case.
Detective David Glenn was assigned to contact the officers and lab at the Police Operations Center.
I contacted the on-call crime lab technician, and requested she respond to the POC to process the involved officer prior to reporting to
the scene.
SCENE RESPONSE
I arrived on scene at the Ashgrove address at approximately 1410 hours. I contacted CSPD Sergeant John Garza who provided an
additional brief.
During this incident, my role was the assignment, supervision and prioritization of the work of the detectives involved. Each detective
will produce specific supplementation to their specific tasks and activities. Please refer to each detective’s report for detailed
information about their work.
Once the crime lab was nearly complete with processing the scene, I contacted the on-call deputy coroner to respond to assume custody
of Mr. Burnett’s body.
RELEASE OF THE SCENE
Once all processing was complete at the address, I ensured the residence was secured prior to leaving the area.
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NEXT OF KIN NOTIFICATION
During the investigation, a
of Mr. Burnett’s was identified as
), living at
nearby. I
responded to that address with Detective McCormack and CSPD Detective Matt Kerr. We contacted
stated
he did not feel Mr. Burnett was truly family.
explained Mr. Burnett had a long history of
drug abuse and
alcohol abuse issues.
stated Mr. Burnett had been particularly threatening to the
family for the previous four to six
weeks.
expressed his condolences for the officers involved and asked we pass on to them Mr. Burnett was a “powder keg”
and it was only a matter of time.
I have nothing further.
CASE STATUS: Same as previous.

Supplement 20200604 0738 Montville,Lisa 01060
Case Supplement, 20-6210
Detective Statement:

Nothing Follows.
Case Status: ACT-INV

SO
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On June 4, 2020, at about 7:38 a.m., I, Detective Montville was conducting follow-up on this case. On this date, I prepared and emailed
a memo to Justine Yanez with American Medical Response at
. I requested any and all records held by AMR in
reference to this incident. A copy of the memo is attached to this supplement.

EP

Supplement 20200524 1352 Glenn,David 13076

08

This is a supplement to EPSO case #20-6021
Case Information:
EPSO Case #20-6021
CSPD Case #20-18728
Suspect: Chad Burnett DOB: 08/16/1970
Address:
Ashgrove Street
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906
Detective Information
I, Detective David Glenn Jr #13076, am a sworn Deputy with the El Paso County Sheriff’s office (EPSO) I have been a sworn deputy
for 7 years and I am currently assigned to the Criminal Intelligence Unit (CIU) as a Detective. My main job function is to look at
pattern crimes that involve but not limited to, Theft, Burglaries, Criminal Trespass Auto and Motor Vehicle Thefts, with a focus on the
apprehension of prolific offenders.
DETECTIVE STATEMENT
On 05/24/2020 at approximately 1352 hours, I, received a telephone call from Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan in reference to a
use of force resulting in death involving five Colorado Springs Police Officers (CSPD). Detective Sergeant Abendschan asked me to
respond to the Police Operations Center (POC), located at 704 S Neveda Avenue.
Once on scene there I met with (EPSO) Commander Andy James and (EPSO) Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko. I was advised by Lt.
Mihalko that the address of the OIS was
Ashgrove Street in Colorado Springs, Colorado. I was also told that the five officers
involved were CSPD Officer Caroline Barth #5568, CSPD Officer Jacob Carroll #6156, CSPD Officer Matthew Fleming #6164, CSPD
Officer Joseph Daigle #3609 and CSPD Sergeant Michael Inazu #2413.
PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT
At approximately 1515 hours, Sergeant John Garza #1758 gave a Public Safety Statement in reference Officer with the following
information:
On May 24, 2020, at approximately 0958 hours, Officers Barth, Fleming, Daigle and Sergeant Inazu were dispatched to
Ashgrove
Street in reference to a Felony Menacing that just occurred. At the time of dispatch, the officers were advised the incident began as a
dispute between two neighbors. The reporting party,
indicated to CSPD dispatchers she lives at
Ashgrove Street and
her neighbor, Chad Burnett, DOB: 08/16/70, described as a white male, 6’ 7” and 260lbs, who lived at
Ashgrove Street, dumped
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several books onto her driveway earlier in the morning. When
attempted to return the books, Chad displayed a knife and made a
slashing movement toward
with the knife. At that point,
retreated to her residence and called law enforcement.
At approximately 10:09 hours, the officers arrived on scene and contacted Chad at his residence. Throughout the contact, Chad left his
front door and went back inside his residence. Chad repeated this type of behavior on multiple occasions. At pone point, Chad came
back to the door brandishing a wooden dowel large enough for Officer Fleming to air over the radio he was carrying a club. Chad went
back inside and then came out again holding a box of knives. During their interaction with Chad, the officers determined he was likely
mentally ill and would not comply with their efforts to detain him outside the residence. At that point, the officers decided to enter the
house to arrest Chad for Felony Menacing.
As Sergeant Inazu, Officers Daigle and Fleming attempted to arrest Chad, he became physically resistive. During the struggle, Officer
Barth deployed her Taser but it was ineffective and Chad continued to actively resist arrest. Eventually, the officers ended up on the
ground with Chad as they fought to gain control of him. Shortly afterward, Officer Carroll arrived on scene and attempted to restrain
Chad’s legs. At that point, Officer Carroll noticed Chad’s body go limp and immediately began performing emergency lifesaving
measures while other officers requested an emergent medical response to the scene.
When medical personnel arrived on scene, they took over lifesaving efforts but pronounced Chad deceased a short time later.
CSPD METRO CRIME LAB
At approximately 1455 hours Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) Amanda Kimball #4867 began the process of documenting information
from all five officers. This information consisted of photos of any Tasers deployed during the incident. Also taken were swabs and
photos of any blood on the officer’s uniforms, including gloves. General photos were taken of all the officers to consist of front, left
side, right side back, hands, injuries, and footwear.
The following is a synopsis of evidence collection for each officer:
Officer Caroline Barth 5568
The first officer was Caroline Barth 5568. Officer Warren said she discharged her Taser X2 (Serial #
during the incident,
deploying one cartridge.
Officer Barth did not have any injuries and did not wear gloves during the incident.
CSI Kimball collected the Taser and placed it in temporary storage until the data reflecting the discharge could be downloaded for
analysis.
Officer Jacob Carroll 6156
The second Officer was Jacob Carroll 6156. Officer Carroll did not deploy a Taser during the incident. Officer Carroll’s uniform
trousers were dirty around the knees, indicating he had been in a ground struggle. Officer Carroll was wearing black leather and
fabric gloves during the incident and they were swabbed and photographed CSI Kimball before being returned to him. Officer Carroll
did not have any injuries.
Sergeant Michael Inazu 2413
The third officer was Sergeant Michael Inazu 2413. Sergeant Inazu did not deploy a Taser during the incident. Sergeant Inazu’s
uniform trousers were dirty around the knees, indicating he had been in a ground struggle. Sergeant Inazu was not wearing gloves
during the incident. Sergeant Inazu did not have any injuries.
Officer Matthew Fleming 6164
The fourth officer was Officer Matthew Fleming 6164. Officer Fleming did not deploy a Taser during the incident. Officer Fleming’s
uniform trousers were dirty around the knees, indicating he had been in a ground struggle. Officer Fleming was wearing black latex
gloves during the incident and they were photographed before being collected by CSI Kimball. Officer Fleming had a scratch across
the outside of his left forearm, and he complained of soreness around his knees. There was also some blood on Officer Fleming’s left
forearm near the outside of his wrist. CSI Kimball collected a swab of the blood on Officer Fleming’s wrist and photographed his
injuries.
Officer Joseph Daigle 3609
The fifth officer was Officer Joseph Daigle 3609. Officer Daigle did not deploy a Taser during the incident. Officer Daigle’s uniform
trousers were dirty around the knees, indicating he had been in a ground struggle. Officer Daigle was wearing black leather and fabric
gloves during the incident and they were swabbed and photographed by CSI Kimball before being returned to him. Officer Daigle had
a small scratch on his left wrist. There was small spot of blood on the front of Officer Daigle’s vest carrier. CSI Kimball collected a
swab of the blood on Officer Daigle’s vest carrier and photographed his injuries. Officer Daigle he noticed some blood on his left
forearm upon his arrival to the POC and he washed it off to prevent the transmission of any bloodborne pathogens.
Additional Info
While I was at the POC, I was notified by Detective Marcus Lemkuhl 1867 that, during the incident, Chad dialed 911 and contacted
the EPSO Communications Center, complaining of “fake police” being present on his property before he disconnected the call. I
contacted the EPSO Communications Center and requested a digital copy of the 911 call.
Detective Lemkuhl also provided digital copies of the 911 calls to the CSPD Communications Center in reference to this incident, as
well as the digital recordings of all radio communications.
I entered a disc containing the CSPD 911 calls and radio transmissions into evidence as Item 1.
I entered a disc containing the EPSO 911 call into evidence as Item 2.
Case Status: SOA
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evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Glenn, David 13076
Item #

Barcode

*1158058*

Item Type

1

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158058

CD CONTAINING 911 CALLS AND RADIO TRAFFIC FROM CSPD

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: Glenn, David 13076
Recovery Address: 705 S NEVADA AVE
Homicide #:

*1158063*

2

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158063

RECORDING OF EPSO 911 CALL

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/26/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: Glenn, David 13076
Recovery Address: 705 S NEVADA AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Evidence Vouher for item number 45
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Montville, Lisa 01060
Item #

Barcode

*1158221*

45

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

Serial #:

1158221

Mandatory Info: Evidence

ONE CD CONTAINING DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF OFFICER BARTH'S
RIGHT ARM INJURIES SUSTAINED DURING STRUGGLE WITH
SUSPECT
Evidence entered: 05/28/2020
Current Location: Tape Box
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Collected by: Montville, Lisa 01060
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 1, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200528 1515 Montville,Lisa 01060
Case Supplement, 20-6021
Detective Statement:
On Thursday, May 28, 2020, at about 3:15 p.m., I, Detective Montville was observing Detective Courtney McCormack’s interview with
Colorado Springs Police Officer Caroline Barth, at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 East Vermijo Avenue, in Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
During the interview, Officer Barth mentioned bruising and injuries to arm from the struggle with Burnett. At the conclusion of
Officer Barth’s interview, I took several digital photographs of Barth’s upper right arm and elbow with and without scale. I noted at
least three bruises in various states of healing on her arm and elbow.
I copied the photographs on a CD, and I entered the CD into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item number
45. A copy of the evidence voucher is attached to this supplement.
Nothing Follows.
Case Status: ACT-INV

Supplement 20200527 0930 Glenn,David 13076
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This is a supplement to EPSO case #20-6021
Case Information:
EPSO Case #20-6021
CSPD Case #20-18728

On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, at approximately 0930 hours, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office Criminal
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. I interviewed Officer Matthew Fleming at the Office of the Sheriff, located at
27 East Vermijo Avenue, in reference to a use of force resulting in the death of Chad Burnett. The interview was conducted in
Interview Room #4, which was outfitted with audio and video recording equipment. Officer Fleming was accompanied by Attorney
John Newsome.

EP

The following is a summary of the interview. However, it is not a verbatim account and additional details can be found in the video
recording of the interview which was entered into evidence by Detective Courtney McCormack:
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I began by establishing a timeline of events from May 23, 2020, the day prior to the use of force. Officer Fleming indicated he was off
that day and spent his time doing yardwork. Officer Fleming went to sleep that night at a reasonable hour and had plenty of rest prior
to waking up on May 24, 2020. Upon waking up, Officer Fleming ate breakfast and went to work.
At approximately 0900 hours, Officer Fleming arrived at the Colorado Springs Police Department Gold Hill Division Substation,
located at 955 West Moreno Avenue, and began his workday by donning his duty uniform and locating his marked patrol vehicle in the
parking lot outside the substation. Afterward, Officer Fleming attended his daily pre shift briefing, known as a “Lineup,” which lasted
approximately twenty minutes.
Upon leaving the Gold Hill Substation, Officer Fleming requested to be paired up on any calls for service with Officer Joseph Daigle.
Officer Fleming then met Officer Daigle at a nearby coffee shop. When they got to the coffee shop, both officers were immediately
dispatched to
Ashgrove Street in reference to a Felony Menacing call for service.
When Officers Fleming and Daigle arrived on scene, they realized
Ashgrove Street was inside a gated community at the end of a
cul de sac. Officers Daigle and Fleming met with the security guard on duty, who provided some background information on Chad in
reference to ongoing issues Chad had been causing throughout the neighborhood, including casing several disturbances, due to
over the past several months. During their conversation, Officers Fleming and Daigle learned Chad threatened to kill one of his
neighbors, who lived at
Ashgrove Street, with a knife and then threw an item through the front window of another neighbor’s
house, at
Ashgrove Street, before going back inside his residence. Officers Fleming and Daigle were also made aware of Chad’s
physical characteristics, that he was a white male and was 6’07” weighing approximately 270lbs, and that he was known to have
several firearms inside the residence and was hostile toward law enforcement.
During that time, Sergeant Michael Inazu arrived on scene and attempted to contact Chad at his residence with Officer Fleming while
Officer Daigle interviewed the victims. After a few minutes, Chad opened the front door of his house and appeared to dump books and
other items into the front yard before going back inside. Chad repeated this behavior for several minutes.
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When they approached the house, Officer Fleming noticed a large red sports jersey covering most of the inside of the front window,
which made it difficult to view the interior of the house. Officer Fleming attempted to peer inside the house through a small window
next to the front door while Sergeant Inazu contacted Chad at the front door. Officer Fleming noticed Chad was holding a knife in one
hand and a Guinness Stout beer in the other hand while they spoke with him. Additionally, Officer Fleming noticed several other
knives laying inside the house within Chad’s reach. During the contact, Chad refused to open the front door but did speak through the
door with Sergeant Inazu for a few minutes. Officer Fleming indicated he could not hear most of the conversation between Chad and
Sergeant Inazu but did hear enough of what Chad was saying such as, he was the Pope and they needed authorization from Rome to
get him to come outside, to determine he was likely suffering from a
crisis. Sergeant Inazu spoke to chad in calm tones
to de-escalate the situation and obtain a statement from Chad. After several unsuccessful attempts to obtain a statement from Chad,
Sergeant Inazu and Officer Fleming decided to follow up with Officer Daigle to determine the extent of any criminal charges arising
from the investigation before continuing to attempt contact with Chad.
During that time, Sergeant Inazu assisted with interviewing the victims while Officer Fleming remained in the cul de sac and kept a
visual eye on Chad’s house. At some point, Chad came out of the front door holding a large wooden dowel, approximately 2’ long and
walked toward Officer Fleming while threatening to kill him, who calmly verbally challenged Chad, telling him to drop the dowel and
relax. Chad complied and went back into the house. Officer Fleming indicated he was scared Chad might try to hurt him and placed
his hand on his duty weapon as he spoke to Chad but he did not unholster it at that time because Chad complied with his order and did
not continue to advance toward him. Afterward, Chad began repeatedly coming out of his house and going back inside. On some
occasions, Chad came out of the house holding other objects such as knives and threw them into the front yard.
As the investigation continued, Sergeant Inazu relieved Officer Fleming in the street so he could assist with interviews. Chad continued
to go in and out of the front door of his house and he also threatened to kill Sergeant Inazu.
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After the interviews were complete, Sergeant Inazu met with Officers Fleming and Daigle, as well as Officer Caroline Barth wo arrived
on scene during the investigation, to discuss what they learned from the interviews. During the conversation, it was determined there
was Probable Cause to arrest Chad for Felony Menacing and that the appropriate action was to book him into jail out of safety
concerns due to his escalating aggressive behavior toward the other residents of Ashgrove Street.
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At that time, Chad was in his yard in front of his house and the officers determined it was the best and most tactically sound
opportunity to take Chad into custody at that time. Additionally, the officers believed it was necessary to restrain Chad right away,
due to his size and irrational behavior and that they would not be able to verbally articulate to Chad he was going to be arrested
without him attempting to flee into his home. The officers approached Chad and attempted to restrain him in handcuffs, but he pulled
away from them and ran into his house. Officer Fleming ran inside after Chad and grabbed his right arm to keep him from fleeing
further into the house. Officer Daigle and Sergeant Inazu joined Officer Fleming in trying to restrain Chad. During the struggle,
Officer Barth deployed her Taser, but it was not effective. However, the officers were able to bring Chad to the floor and place him in
handcuffs. The officers assisted Chad to his feet and began walking with him toward the front door. However, Chad began kicking and
then bracing his feet to keep the officers from taking him through the front door. As Chad attempted to prevent the officers from
getting through the door, he fell through the front door and struck his face on the front steps outside the house. The three officers fell
on top of him as Chad continued to flail his feet and resist arrest. Officer Jacob Carroll arrived on scene while Chad flailed his legs on
the floor and assisted the other officers by restraining Chad’s legs with a leather strap.
A few moments later, the officers noticed a significant change in Chad’s behavior, noting his breathing became shallow and he was no
longer resisting arrest. The officers rolled Chad onto his back and one of the officers checked Chad’s pulse and determined he still had
a pulse. As Chad appeared to become unresponsive, his pulse was checked again, and the officers realized he no longer had a pulse.
One of the officers began performing chest compressions on Chad while another requested an emergent response from medical
personnel through their dispatchers. As one officer became fatigued from performing chest compressions, another took over, resulting
in most of the officers on scene having performed chest compressions on Chad until medical personnel arrived on scene and took over
treatment. After several more minutes of lifesaving efforts by medical personnel, including using an AED defibrillator, they
pronounced Chad deceased.

Case Status: SOA

Supplement 20200605 1231 Mihalko,Mitchell 03026
CR 20-6021 / AOA - CSPD
LT M. Mihalko 03026
6/5/2020
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On Friday, June 5, 2020, at approximately 1231 hours, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO)
Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case.
NOTICE OF PRESERVATION:
On June 5, 2020, I received a copy of a Evidence Preservation Notice from attorneys representing the estate of Chad BURNETT. I
sent the notice to EPSO Investigations and Metro Crime Lab staff. I later sent a copy to the EPSO Evidence Facility supervisors.
Personnel were directed to read and comply with the notice.
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Copies of the distributed e-mail and attachments have been included with this supplement for the case file. Nothing was entered into
evidence.
Case Status: SAO
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Email2

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mitchell Mihalko
Janet King; Raymond Bernier
Mitchell Mihalko
FW: ACTION REQUIRED - Evidence Preservation Notice
Friday, June 5, 2020 12:43:30 PM
2020.06.04 Evidence Preservation Notice (Burnett).pdf

Sorry, I neglected to include you on this.
From: Mitchell Mihalko <MitchellMihalko@elpasoco.com>
Sent: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:31 PM
To: SHR-Investigations-Distro <SHR-Investigations-Distro@elpasoco.com>
Cc: Andy James <AndyJames@elpasoco.com>; Courtney McCormack
<CourtneyMcCormack@elpasoco.com>; 'Frabbiele, Joseph K.'
v>; Diana May
>; 'Weber, Shelley'
Sarah
Subject: ACTION REQUIRED - Evidence Preservation Notice

; Jennifer Harris
Bohne,
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All EPSO Investigations / MCL Staff,
Please find the attached preservation notice on Ashgrove Street; CR #2020-6021, Chad BURNETT.
Read the notice and comply with the provisions. If there are questions, please get with a supervisor
or myself.

EP

DET McCormack is the lead and PoC for preservation.

Phone: (719) 520-7230
Fax: (719) 520-7243
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Mitch Mihalko
Lieutenant, Investigations Division
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
27 E. Vermijo Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Email1

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mitchell Mihalko
SHR-Investigations-Distro
Andy James; Courtney McCormack; "Frabbiele, Joseph K."; Diana May; Jennifer Harris; "Weber, Shelley"; Bohne,
Sarah
ACTION REQUIRED - Evidence Preservation Notice
Friday, June 5, 2020 12:30:33 PM
2020.06.04 Evidence Preservation Notice (Burnett).pdf

All EPSO Investigations / MCL Staff,
Please find the attached preservation notice on Ashgrove Street; CR #2020-6021, Chad BURNETT.
Read the notice and comply with the provisions. If there are questions, please get with a supervisor
or myself.
DET McCormack is the lead and PoC for preservation.
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Phone: (719) 520-7230
Fax: (719) 520-7243
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Mitch Mihalko
Lieutenant, Investigations Division
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
27 E. Vermijo Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
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SW 20-1651
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SW 20-1652
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SW 20-1653
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Supplement 20200605 1100 Sirois,Robert 13025

This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-6021.
Initial Information
On 6/5/20 at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), assisted Detective
McCormack/13150 in obtaining search warrants for three devices seized under search warrant 20-1552 in this case, identified at the
following Colorado Springs Police Department Metro Crime Lab (MCL) evidence locations:
? MCL #S-18,
(home surveillance system) base station (model VMB4000, S/N
? MCL #S-16, HP laptop (model 15-DY1751MS, S/N
? MCL #S-22, red Apple iPhone cell phone with a blue case
I prepared warrants for the above devices from information provided by EPSO detectives and contained within case up to this point.
Obtain Search Warrants
At approximately 1345 hours, I arrived at 270 South Tejon Street (El Paso County Combined Courts),a nd presented Judge Gerhart
(Division H) with the three search warrants. Judge Gerhart reviewed them, swore me to their facts, and signed them.
I took the search warrants to court records, and obtained the following court search warrant numbers for them:
? 20-1651, HP laptop
? 20-1652,
base station
? 20-1653, red Apple iPhone
The signed warrants are attached digitally to this report.
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Case status: SAO.
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Previous Calls for Service
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Evidence Invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158162*

16

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158162

(1) DISK WITH PHONE CALLS TO

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158163*

17

CD/DVD(s)

AND

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158163

(1) DISK WITH CSPD CALL SCREENS FROM 5.24.20

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

*1158164*

18

1158164
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

(1) DISK W. EPSO CALL SCREENS FROM 5/24/20

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

EP

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158165*
1158165

19

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

(1) DISK WITH CSPD CALL SCREEN HISTORY OF PRIOR INCIDENTS
FOR CHAD BURNETT

08

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158166*

20

CD/DVD(s)

Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158166

Mandatory Info: Evidence

(1) DISK W. OFFICER JACOB CARROLL INTERVIEW

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Evidence entered: 05/27/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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CSPD CALL SCREEN
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EPSO CALL SCREEN
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EPSO CALL SCREEN 2
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Supplement 20200527 0900 McCormack,Courtney 13150

Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #3
_____________________________________________________________________________
Follow Up Information
On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, at approximately 9:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in refence to this case.
Several CSPD officers were scheduled to be interviewed on today’s date to begin at approximately 9:30 am. The interviews scheduled
were previously assigned to various detectives to complete. Supplements will be completed by those detectives.
Interview with Officer Jacob Carroll (Officer Carroll Interview)
At approximately 12:28 pm, I interviewed Officer Jacob Carroll. The interview was conducted in Interview Room #4, which is audio
and video recorded. The following is a synopsis of the interview with Officer Carroll and should not be considered verbatim
transcript.
I began the interview with Officer Carroll discussing how he prepares for work. Officer Carroll stated due to him working an early
shift, he is usually asleep around :
and awake around :
Officer Carroll is assigned to the Gold Hills division with Colorado Springs Police Department. His shift is
worked for CSPD since July 2017. He was trained out of the Stetson Hills division then transferred to Gold Hills.

He has
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Uniform Information (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll wears a traditional uniform, with black boots, navy pants, and French blue shirt with a badge attached to it. The shirt
has emblems on the sleeves with the CSPD logo identifying him as a police officer. Officer Carroll wears a duty belt containing his
duty gun, a taser, his body worn camera (BWC) remote, keys, spare magazines, a radio, a baton, and gloves. Officer Carroll also
utilized leather gloves occasionally during calls for service. He was wearing these gloves during this incident.
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Body Worn Camera Device (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll is assigned a BWC device that fits into a sleeve attached to his uniform. There is a lens in the middle of the uniform to
allow for it to see the incidents occurring. The device can be activated via the middle button on the remote attached to his belt, the
lights and sirens of the vehicle, and the release button on the rifle rack. There is a mute button the remote for the device, however it
must be held down to be activated. To stop the device from recording you have to press the button 3 times. There is also volume
buttons and a status check button on the devices remote. The device was activated during the incident on May 24, 2020.
Vehicle Information (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll was driving a marked Colorado Springs Police Department vehicle that is equipped with lights that are red and blue, a
siren, a computer, and a dash camera. The dash camera was not in operation during this incident. Officer Carroll was asked during
the interview if there was any way anyone in the community could mistake for not being a police officer. He stated they could not, that
it was very obvious he was a law enforcement officer.
Day of Incident (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll described his morning before responding to the incident occurring at Ashgrove Street. He explained he began his shift
by running traffic in high traffic areas. He then responded to a few calls for service to include a check the welfare on an elderly
individual and a proactive policing event at the Southgate Ross.
Ashgrove Incident (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll advised he was not originally assigned to the call for service occurring at
Ashgrove Street. Officer Carroll was
monitoring the call for awhile and was aware various officers had responded as the call was going on. He also was aware Officer Barth
aired over the radio a taser was deployed.
More units were requested after this and Officer Carroll advised he would respond. He believed the officers sounded as though they
had the situation under control and did not respond to the address Code 3, which is a lights and sirens response. It took approximately
5 minutes for Officer Carroll to get on scene.
When Officer Carroll got on scene, he identified Sergeant Inzau’s vehicle parked in the cul-de-sac and Officer Barth’s unmarked
vehicle parked in the driveway of the home. Officer Carroll could hear screaming and yelling coming from inside the address.
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However, he was unable to make out what was being said by any of the officers or Mr. Chad Burnett. Officer Carroll advised he was
surprised by this because previously it was aired over the radio, they had Mr. Burnett detained.
When Officer Carroll got to the entrance of the home, he could see the officers struggling with Mr. Burnett attempting to subdue him
to take him into custody. At that time, he identified a set of flex cuffs being utilized as leg restraints on Mr. Burnett. Officer Carroll
had identified the leg restraints being utilized were not as good of quality as what was in his marked vehicle and offered to go get leg
restraints. All officers on scene advised the leg restraints would be beneficial for them.
Officer Carroll responded back to his vehicle, retrieving leg restrains, and returned to the scene. Officer Carroll took over controlling
Mr. Burnett’s legs and placed the leg restraints on Mr. Burnett. He removed the flex cuffs off of Mr. Burnett with a pair of scissors.
Officer Carroll continued to control Mr. Burnett’s legs to allow for Sergeant Inzau to manage the scene. The officers continued to
monitor Mr. Burnett while they awaited medical to check Mr. Burnett due to him being tased.

Officer Carroll advised he had no knowledge of Mr. Burnett’s behavior and was not sure what he should be expecting from him. As
they continued to monitor him, Officer Carroll was informed by the other officers, Mr. Burnett’s behavior was now inconsistent with
what was expected. They then became aware of his digression medically. Officer Carroll advised, none of the officers were on Mr.
Burnett preventing him from breathing in any way.
Mr. Burnett was placed into a recovery position and medical was requested to responded quicker to the address. When Mr. Burnett’s
pulse and breathing stopped, he was placed onto his back and CPR compressions were started until AMR arrived.
Mr. Burnett was un- handcuffed to allow for AMR to access him and conduct lifesaving measures. Officer Carroll and other
responding officers took turns delivering lifesaving measures to Mr. Burnett until the Colorado Springs Fire Department (CSFD)
arrived on scene. CSFD took over lifesaving measures.
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Officer Carroll advised he felt the AMR and CSFD response was slow, which had upset him during this incident. Officer Carroll also
stated he felt that they had not responded adequately to understand the situation of what was going on.
While AMR and CSFD continued to work on Mr. Burnett, Officer Carroll assisted them in moving items out of the entry way of the
home to the porch to allow them more room to work.

EP

Officer Carroll was asked about injuries to himself and others on scene. Officer Carroll advised he did not sustain any injuries from
the incident. He was aware Officer Fleming had abrasions to his arm and all officers appeared out of breath. Officer Carroll was
aware Mr. Burnett had a laceration to his nose or mouth. He did not observe when this laceration occurred and believed the laceration
may have been what left the blood on the front step of the entrance way to the home.
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Weapon Information (Officer Carroll Interview)
Due to Officer Carroll responding later during the call for service he was only made aware of the knife, Mr. Burnett was in possession
of. Officer Carroll did see several knives and tools that could be utilized as weapons in the entry way of the home.
Taser Information (Officer Carroll Interview)
Officer Carroll was not on scene when the taser was deployed by Officer Barth or during other portions of the use of force.
Officer Carroll’s interview concluded at approximately 12:51 pm.

Calls to Nona Capace and Jack McGafery
Throughout the day I received several phone calls from individuals in regard to this case. I returned the calls to Ms.
and
Mr.
for follow up. Both individuals advised they were friends of Mr. Burnett and were trying to obtain information in
regard to the investigation. I advised this information would not be released.
Both individuals also advised Mr. Burnett was an alcoholic and had recently been in a downward spiral
conversations recently with Mr. Burnett were odd and felt Mr. Burnett was making irrational statements.

Both indicated their

The phone calls were recorded on my office issued handheld device and placed into evidence.
Call Screens EPSO and CSPD
Call screens from this incident for CSPD and EPSO were retrieved and placed onto a disk for evidence. Prior calls for service
involving Mr. Burnett were also retrieved at this time.
Evidence
Several items of evidentiary value were retrieved in reference to this case and placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility. The
following is the evidence entry information.
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Item # 16 - Phone calls to
and
Item #17- CSPD Call Screens
Item #18- EPSO Call Screens
Item#19- Call Screen History for Mr. Burnett
Item #20- Officer Jacob Carroll Interview
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evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158603*

81

Item Type

Duplicate Entry

Description

Serial #:

1158603

DUPLICATE ENTRY OF #47. THIS COPY WILL HAVE AUDIO AND VIDEO
OF INTERVIEW

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/08/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 8, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200608 0832 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #10
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Monday June 8, 2020 at approximately 8:32 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO),
Investigations Division conducted follow up in refence to this case.
While reviewing Officer Barth’s interview I noticed the audio did not download correctly. Due to this, the interview was
redownloaded and placed into evidence as a duplicate item.
The interview was placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility as Item #81.
I have nothing further at this time.
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CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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Evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158301*

46

Item Type

Call Screen

Description

BIS SECURITY Serial #:

1158301

BIS CALL SCREENS INVOLVING ASHGROVE NEIGHBORHOOD AND
MR. BURNETT(PRINTED)

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/01/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

*1158302*

47

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158302

Mandatory Info: Evidence

CAROLINE BARTH INTERVIEW
Evidence entered: 06/01/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 1, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200528 1345 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #4
_____________________________________________________________________________
Follow Up Information
On Thursday, May 28, 2020, at approximately 1:45pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division conducted an audio and video recorded interview in reference to this case.
Interview with Officer Caroline Barth
At approximately 2:00 pm I interviewed Officer Caroline Barth. The interview was conducted in Interview Room #4, which is audio
and video recorded. The following is a synopsis of the interview with Officer Barth and should not be considered verbatim transcript.
Uniform/ Preparation
I began the interview with Officer Barth discussing her nightly routine and how she prepares for work. Officer Barth wakes up at
arrives to the station at
Officer Barth’s line up for her shift occurs at
.
Officer Barth is assigned to the Gold Hills Division with a daily shift of,
She wears a marked officed issued CSPD uniform, with a light blue shirt and patches on the sleeves identifying her as a Colorado
Springs police officer. Officer Barth wears a duty belt containing her duty gun, extra magazines for the gun, a taser, her handcuffs,
OC Spray, Narcan, gloves, a radio, a Body Worn Camera (BWC) remote, and a flashlight.
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Officer Barth is assigned an office issued BWC device that is worn under her uniform shirt on top of her cavlar vest. The uniform
shirt has a gromet to allow for the BWC to see out. She explained the device’s remote is kept on her duty belt and can be manually
activated by a button on it. The device can also be activated by lights and sirens and being tapped several times. The day of the
incident the device was activated manually by the remote. She explained the device can be muted by holding a button for a long
period of time. The device can be deactivated by the remote.

EP

Officer Barth does not have an assigned vehicle and was driving a black unmarked dodge charger on May 24, 2020. The vehicle is
equipped with lights and a siren to symbolize she is a police officer. The lights are in the front and back dash and the taillights. The
vehicle does not have a dash camera.

08

Day of Incident Information (Barth Interview)
Officer Barth explained on Sunday, May 24, 2020 she got up and did her normal daily routine. She went to work arriving around
to the Gold Hills Substation. She got dressed at the Substation then went to lineup room to be assigned a vehicle. When she
located a vehicle, she loaded her daily equipment into the car for the day. She then attended line up for the day.
After line up, Officer Barth went to her assigned district and began going to calls for service.
Ashgrove Street Response (Barth Interview
Officer Barth explained her involvement in the use of force incident occurring on May 24, 2020. Officer Barth advised she was not
initially dispatched to the address, however, was requested to respond when more units were requested. Officer Barth read the call
screen and was aware there was a gentleman on scene whom threatened his neighbor with a knife. She knew he was coming in and out
of the home with various items to include a club. The male had threatened someone with a club on scene.
When Officer Barth arrived on scene, she was briefed by the Sergeant on scene. The other officers were inside the menacing victim’s
house getting more information. Due to Mr. Burnett having a bat and knife and other various items it was determined they could no
longer let him go in and out of the address with these items to prevent him from hurting anyone. Officer Barth was advised at this
time, they may have to utilize a taser to take him into custody. It was unknown if Mr. Burnett had any other weapons inside the home.
Officer Barth noticed a ring doorbell on a neighbor’s home and went to speak with them regarding possible video footage. While there
she learned of a cell phone video of the incident. She was able to identify Mr. Burnett threating the neighbor with a knife.
While inside the address, Officer Barth began hearing talking coming from outside. At this time, Officer Barth responded outside with
her office-issued taser in hand, placed behind her back. Her Sergeant and Mr. Burnett were outside speaking. Mr. Burnett then
turned going back into his home. Officer Barth rebolstered the taser and again entered the neighbor’s home to finish reviewing the
video footage.
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Officer Barth again began hearing talking coming from outside, causing for her to return to the location of the other officers. At that
time, she identified Officer Fleming, Officer Daigle, and Sergeant Inazu.speaking with Mr. Burnett. Officer Barth again unholster her
taser, holding it behind her back. The officers began approaching Mr. Burnett to take him into custody. Mr. Burnett began stating
things along the line of why you don’t just kill me. The officers advised that was not what they wanted to do.
Mr. Burnett began getting agitated and ran into the house. Due to Mr. Burnett's odd behavior and the possibility of weapons being
utilized by Mr. Burnett, it was determined that the officers would attempt to take him into custody. The officers followed Mr. Burnett
into the home as he began attempting to flee from being taken into custody.
While inside the home, the officers attempted to gain control of Mr. Burnett but were unsuccessful due to Mr. Burnett’s size. As the
physical altercation was occurring, Officer Barth disengaged and deployed her office-issued taser, deploying a single cartridge from
the taser.
Officer Barth advised the contact from the taser was not very effective due to it being a small span because of how close she was to Mr.
Burnett and the other officers in the area.
All officers fell to the floor with Mr. Burnett still trying to take him into custody. Officer Barth advised during this time she put her
taser aside attempting to help but was unsuccessful. At this time Officer Barth arced her taser approximately two times for one-second
cycles in attempt to allow for the other officers to gain control of Mr. Burnett. Mr. Burnett did not have neuromuscular failure from
the taser but appeared distracted from it. Mr. Burnett was able to be placed in handcuffs by Officer Barth at this time.
Officer Barth was unsure if both prongs contacted Mr. Burnett but could hear him responding by only saying, "Ow," however, did not
feel the taser was successful. Officer Barth advised she did not feel the taser was successful due to Mr. Burnett not responding with
neuromuscular failure which is typical with the utilization of a taser.
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Mr. Burnett was stood to his feet and began being escorted by the officers out of the home. Mr. Burnett appeared to be temporarily
compliant with the officer's orders. As they approached the entrance of the home, he again became noncompliant and began asking
one of the officer’s questions.

At this time, Mr. Burnett turned and lunged back falling on the front porch of the home. Mr. Burnett continued to struggle with
officers. Mr. Burnett was able to get back into the entrance of the home.

EP

As the officers were fighting with Mr. Burnett inside the entrance of the home several items in the home began falling over such as the
table and a vase. During the physical struggle the officers gave several verbal commands to Mr. Burnett, but he was not compliant.
While on the floor of the entrance of the home, sergeant Inazu briefly left to get zip leg restraints for Mr. Burnett to prevent him from
fighting further with officers. While this was occurring, Officer Carroll arrived with leg shackles and assisted in placing them on him.

08

Mr. Burnett became more compliant and the officers remained with him in the entrance awaiting medical due to the taser being
activated. While this was occurring Officer, Barth cleared the home with Officer Elisabeth Ried.
When she returned, she was informed Mr. Burnett became unresponsive and lifesaving measures began.
Officer Ried and Officer Barth met AMR at the gate to the neighborhood to allow them in to assist with life saving measures. AMR
and the fire department took over these measures from the officers.
Officer Barth could remember leaving during the altercation to mover her patrol car closer to the address to place Mr. Burnett in. She
was unsure when she did this during the incident.

Taser Information (Barth Interview)
Officer Barth utilizes a yellow and black x26 taser. She keeps it on her left side utilizing a cross draw with her right hand. There are
two red lights that illuminate when the taser is on.
During the incident Officer Barth attempted to aim the taser center line for deployment but advised due to close corridors, the taser
did not have a good span. The arch switch on the taser was utilized on the right side of the device during this incident. Officer Barth
described the taser to make a pop sound when it is deployed. Officer Barth did not believe the taser was successful because Mr.
Burnett was continuing to stand and fight when it was deployed.
Officer Barth could not remember when she activated the device for deployment during the incident. She could not remember when
she deactivated the device, but knew she removed the wires from the cartridge. The spent cartridge remained in the device and was
removed during processing at the Police Operations Center.
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Officer Barth stated once she removed the wires from the device it was reholstered on her belt.
Officer Barth is trained on the taser during the academy and yearly. During that training they deploy cartridges during
scenario-based training. There is also Use of Force Policy they are trained on for the device.
The taser is downloaded quarterly by the agency. The battery and functionality of the taser is checked periodically by the officer.
Officer Barth could not recall the last time she checked these items.
The taser is issued specifically to the Officer once completion of the academy.
Suspect Info (Barth Interview)
Officer Barth explained Mr. Burnett was a tall white male, larger in build. He was older in age with lighter color hair. His behavior
was up and down being peaceful then agitated. Several times Mr. Burnett became agitated and aggressive by throwing things and
fighting with him.
Injuries (Barth Interview)
Officer Barth was unaware of injuries to the other officers. She had several bruises located on her arms that were photographed the
night of the incident.
She was aware Mr. Burnett had a cut to his forehead from falling on the cement.
The interview concluded with Officer Barth at approximately 2:45 pm.
A copy of the interview was burned and placed into evidence.
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BIS Information
I was notified by Detective Nick Brklich he had contacted Broadmoor Security (BIS) and was provided a call history related to the
address on Ashgrove Street. Detective Brklich will review the information and complete a supplement on what is found.
A copy of the call history was provided to me and placed into evidence.

EP

Autopsy Information
A copy of the autopsy report was requested from the El Paso County Coroner Office as it comes available. It will be placed into
evidence when it is received.

08

Colorado Springs Fire Department Information
A copy of the Colorado Springs Fire Department (CSFD) call history related to this incident was requested from CSFD as it comes
available. It will be placed into evidence when it is received.
Evidence
The following items were placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility.
Item # 46- Paper copy of BIS call history information for the Ashgrove address.
Item # 47- Disk with recording of Officer Barth’s Interview.

Supplement 20200604 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #8
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Thursday, June 4, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division
conducted follow up in refence to this case.
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Body Worn Camera Review
A brief review of the body worn camera (BWC) footage was completed this time. During the review it appeared the officer interviews
coincided with the footage of the incident.
During the review of Officer Caroline Barth’s BWC device I was able to identify Officer Barth deploying her taser as the other officers
are attempting to take control of Mr. Burnett whom is actively fighting them. The video shows a 5 second cycle consistent with the
taser download report.
Mr. Burnett continues to try to fight off the officers despite the taser and two additional arch cycles can he heard for 1 second each.
During this time, Mr. Burnett responds verbally to the taser and is able to be placed into handcuffs.
Mr. Burnett is then stood up and attempted to be walked out of the home. He is verbally and physically responsive to officers during
this time. The wires from Officer Barth’s taser are removed at this time, taking the device out of use during this incident.
As the other officers and Mr. Burnett approach the entrance to the address, Mr. Burnett begin applying his weight backwards against
the officers. He appears to be doing so to stop them from walking him out of the home. Due to this, the officers and Mr. Burnett fall
out the front door onto the cement steps. Mr. Burnett again begins to try to fight to get away from the officers. He is provided several
verbal commands as the officer’s attempt to take control of him. Mr. Burnett is able to be controlled and stood up. Mr. Burnett is still
physically and verbally responsive to the officers.
At this time, Officer Barth leaves briefly to bring her patrol vehicle closer to the address to allow for Mr. Burnett to be transported.
When the officers attempt to bring Mr. Burnett to the vehicle he dives backwards into the home landing in the entrance way. Another
physical altercation ensues, and Mr. Burnett is placed in leg restraints.

I have nothing further at this time.
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Case Status- Active Investigation
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Shortly after this, Mr. Burnett appears to become unresponsive and life saving measures begin.
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El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158824*

84

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158824

BOLO'S FOR MR. BURNETT FROM CSPD

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/11/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO
Homicide #:

Printed: Thursday, June 11, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200611 0700 McCormack,Courtnry 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #11
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Thursday, June 11, 2020 at approximately 7:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received follow up information in refence to this case.
Burnett Bolo’s
Previously I was informed of Bolo’s for Mr. Chad Burnett and his address being issued by Colorado Springs Police Department
(CSPD). On today’s date I received two Bolo’s provided by Detective Matt Kerr with CSPD.
The Bolo's were briefly reviewed. It is noted the Bolo's are primarily documenting Mr. Burnett’s declining
Copies of the Bolo’s were placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility as Item #84.
I have nothing further at this time.
CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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Supplement 20200604 1500 McCormack,Courtney 13150

EP

Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #7
_____________________________________________________________________________
Evidence Photos
On Thursday, June 4, 2020, at approximately 3:00 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in refence to this case.
I was informed the Metro Crime Lab photographs and Faro Scans from the scene were complete and ready to be placed into evidence.

08

I retrieved these items from the Colorado Springs Police Department and burned them to several disks due to their file size. The items
were placed onto 4 disks total, 3 disks of photographs and 1 disk of faro scans.
The disks were placed into evidence as Item #83.
I have nothing further.
Case Status- Active Investigation
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El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158605*
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Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158605

DISK WITH METRO CRIME LAB PHOTOS/SCANS- SEVERAL DISKS

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/08/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 8, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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EPSO Case Supplement, Officer: shrmccormackc, Supervisor: shrsmi

2020-00006021

EPSO Assist Outside Agency

06/04/2020 15:00

Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #7
_____________________________________________________________________________
Evidence Photos
On Thursday, June 4, 2020, at approximately 3:00 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in refence to this case.
I was informed the Metro Crime Lab photographs and Faro Scans from the scene were complete and
ready to be placed into evidence.
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I retrieved these items from the Colorado Springs Police Department and burned them to several disks
due to their file size. The items were placed onto 4 disks total, 3 disks of photographs and 1 disk of faro
scans.
The disks were placed into evidence as Item #83.
I have nothing further.
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Case Status- Active Investigation

Co Spgs

McCormack, Courtney P13150

Smith, Kurt
EPSO Case Supplement 2020-00006021 Page 1 OF 2
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2020-00006021

Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #7
_____________________________________________________________________________
Evidence Photos
On Thursday, June 4, 2020, at approximately 3:00 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in refence to this case.
I was informed the Metro Crime Lab photographs and Faro Scans from the scene were complete and
ready to be placed into evidence.
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I retrieved these items from the Colorado Springs Police Department and burned them to several disks
due to their file size. The items were placed onto 4 disks total, 3 disks of photographs and 1 disk of faro
scans.
The disks were placed into evidence as Item #83.
I have nothing further.
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Case Status- Active Investigation

McCormack, Courtney P13150

Smith, Kurt
EPSO Case Supplement 2020-00006021 Page 2 OF 2
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El Paso County Sheriff
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Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
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Item #

Item Type
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Serial #:

AMR REPORT DOCUMENTS

Mandatory Info: Evidence
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Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 8, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200608 0745 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #9
_____________________________________________________________________________
AMR Report
On Monday June 8, 2020 at approximately 7:45 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO),
Investigations Division received a follow up email in refence to this case.
The email was from AMR and was in regard to a previous request for the incident report from May 24, 2020 involving Mr. Chad
Burnett. Attached to the email was a link to a secure folder for the report to be downloaded.
I reviewed the report briefly and noted it stated coinciding information that was provided by Colorado Springs Fire Department and
the officers on scene.
The report was printed and placed into evidence as Item #82.
I have nothing further at this time.
CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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Case number: 2020-00006021
Offense: Att. Murder of Peace Officer
Date: 06/04/20
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073
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Supplement 20200527 1129 Riley,Mark 02073

On May 27, 2020, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, conducted
follow up on this case.
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At approximately 11:29 a.m., I conducted an interview of Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) Sergeant Michael Inazu. This
was completed in Interview Room #4 at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Investigations Division. The full recording of the interview
with Officer Aragon was later downloaded onto a CD and placed into evidence as Item #22 for this case.
The following is a synopsis of the recording and should not be considered a word for word transcription. For full details of the
interview, the CD containing the recording should be watched in its entirety.
I begin the interview by obtaining Sergeant Inazu’s full name from him. He has been employed with the Colorado Springs Police
Department for 17 years.
He is currently a Patrol Sergeant with the CSPD Gold Hill Division on day shift. His normal work hours are
His current work schedule is
.
The day of this incident was a normal work day for him. He tells me he got normal sleep the night prior to this incident. Sergeant
Inazu considers normal sleep to be between 5-6 hours.
I ask Sergeant Inazu about the normal duty uniform he wears during his shift.
During his shift, he wears the standard CSPD Patrol Uniform which consists of boots, navy blue 511 pants, dark blue slacks, a
external vest carrier with his ballistic vest with a uniform polo style shirt underneath with CSPD patches. His badge and name plate is
on the vest. He wears his duty belt as well. The vest carrier also has a body worn camera attachment.
Sergeant Inazu tells me he was wearing a body worn camera for this shift and believes he had it activated for most of this incident. He
does remember shutting it off for a brief time when they were discussing specific statements from a victim.
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I ask Sergeant Inazu how the body worn camera is activated. He tells me it is through a watch he wears on his left wrist. He explains
the process used with the watch to shut off or to mute the camera.
I ask him to describe what is carried on his duty belt. On the right front is his sidearm in a drop holster, his pepper spray is attached
to the holster attachment. Continuing around the belt, he has a set of handcuffs, a flashlight, his radio, and magazine pouches on the
left front.
His duty weapon he was carrying was the Smith & Wesson M & P 2.0 9mm. He does not carry a backup weapon.
I ask Sergeant Inazu to explain what he did during his work on the day of the incident, in as much detail as he can remember from the
beginning through this incident.
Sergeant Inazu describes normal administrative duties prior to leaving to assist in patrol duties.
At about 10:00 a.m., he was relieved of office duties so he could spend the remainder of his shift on patrol.
Once on patrol duty, he heard over the radio that there was a weapons display or weapons brandishing call. Sergeant Inazu was
familiar with the address given due to a string of emails detailing an individual and his deteriorating
state. The emails
documented a increasing frequency of calls to the area reference “Chad”.
After hearing the call and remembering the email string, Sergeant Inazu pulled up the call screen and decided to respond to assist
officers.
As he arrived, he saw officers speaking with a lady as well as Broadmoor security personnel. After officers finished speaking, Sergeant
Inazu was given a brief on what was going on.
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He was given basic information that the female had a window broken out and was a witness to the knife display. Broadmoor security
also relayed multiple contacts with the male and a general concern over the escalating behavior. They also believed the male had
firearms inside the home.
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Sergeant Inazu spent some time looking at previous call screens from responses to the home in order to get a better idea of what they
were dealing with.
Further briefing from continuing interviews revealed neighbors had dealt with “Chad” several times in the past.
These interviews were to determine if legitimate criminal charges were warranted for this call.
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Sergeant Inazu and another officer had interaction with Chad at this point. They spoke with him through the front door of the
residence.
Several statements given by Chad was weird, like he was a priest and a ranger.
Sergeant Inazu asked Chad if he had threatened his neighbor with a knife. Chad denied doing that.
During the contact with Chad at the doorway, Sergeant Inazu observes two knifes located on a table just inside the home.
At one point, Sergeant Inazu tells Chad that he needs to come out of the house to sign his ticket. Chad refuses.
Sergeant Inazu tells me at this time he still had a lot of concern over Chad’s state of mind and the multiple interactions with neighbors.
Contact was made again with neighbors. During this contact, Sergeant Inazu is told about books Chad placed in a neighbors yard.
Chad then went over to the neighbors yard when the neighbor was picking the books up and threatened them with a knife.
Based on this additional information, Sergeant Inazu determines there is probable cause for the Felony Menacing charge against
Chad.
Sergeant Inazu sends officers into the victim’s home in order to get individual statements from the husband and wife.
Sergeant Inazu calls for an additional unit to assist while officers are doing victim interviews.
Chad made numerous trips outside of the home and threw books, clothes and misc items into the front yard.
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Chad brought out a wooden dowel. He spun the dowel while making threats. Another time he brought out a metal fireplace poker.
Sergeant Inazu tries to start a conversation about Hawaii. This only lasts a short time before Chad ran back into the house.
Sergeant Inazu estimates they asked Chad 50 times to come outside of the house.
Sergeant Inazu re-positioned his vehicle to provide cover due to the report from security about weapons in the home.
The officers completed the victim interviews and confirmed they had enough to arrest for menacing.
They continued trying to engage Chad with any type of conversation, in the hope he would come out where he could be taken into
custody.
Chad came out of the house again, wearing different clothing. He was wearing a Toronto Maple leaves.
Chad comes out to a point where Sergeant Inazu believes they can rush Chad to take him into custody.
Sergeant Inazu tells me he sprinted toward Chad with the full intention of beating him before he could reach the door.
Chad reaches the door and begins to shut it. Sergeant Inazu pushes the door open and grabs Chad’s left arm. Chad went to the
ground. Chad is actively fighting officers at this time.
At one time during the fight, Sergeant Inazu sees Chad reach toward another officer’s gun.
The taser was deployed but appeared to only be pain compliance.
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At some point during the fight, Chad tells them he is finished and they get him handcuffed.

They stand him up and begin to walk him outside. Chad tells them he is not leaving the house. Chad starts struggling with the officers
and uses his legs to push off something, making all of them fall to the floor a second time.
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Sergeant Inazu ended up on Chad’s legs. Chad was fighting actively with his legs. They determined they needed shackles put on his
legs. Shackles could not be found so flex cuffs were put on his legs.
During this time, Chad stops all fighting. Medical personnel were on the way due to the Taser deployment and the decision was made
to keep him where he was until medical arrived.

08

Sergeant Inazu asked if Chad was breathing. He, along with at least two other officers checked to make sure Chad was breathing.
Sergeant Inazu checks for a pulse and couldn’t find one. They rolled him to his side and then to his back. They begin to start chest
compressions. They continue until medical arrives.
A short time after medical arrived, they indicated Chad was deceased.
Once the duty lieutenant arrived, the officers involved were taken to the Police Operations Center.
Sergeant Inazu confirms the knives he saw Chad holding and on the table were folding knives with approximately 3.5-inch blades.
I ask Sergeant Inazu about his earlier comment about Chad threatening him with the fireplace poker. He confirms Chad told him he
was going to kill Sergeant Inazu.
I ask Sergeant Inazu about his statement “Beat him”. He clarifies this is meant to beat Chad to the door so they can take him into
custody.
Sergeant Inazu tells me they did not rush through this call and gave Chad numerous opportunities to comply and come out of the
house.
Sergeant Inazu tells me when he was threatened by Chad, it confirmed his assessment of Chad and his state of mind and danger to
neighbors.
Sergeant Inazu believes the Taser was activated two times.
Sergeant Inazu received a few scuffs during the fight but no injuries.
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Sergeant Inazu confirms he did not see anything done during the fight which was outside of CSPD policy. He did not see any holds or
chokes which could have been a contribution to Chad’s death. Sergeant Inazu was surprised when Chad died during this altercation.
I take a break from the interview at approximately 12:12 p.m. I return at approximately 12:16 p.m.
I ask Sergeant Inazu about the photos on his work phone.
I ask him about ancillary duties he has done in his career. He confirms he was a crisis negotiator and went to multiple trainings
throughout his time in law enforcement.
There are no further questions and the interview is ended at approximately 12:18 p.m.
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Case Status: SAO
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Evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158398*

49

Item Type

Paper

Description

Serial #:

1158398

Mandatory Info: Evidence

CSFD CALL INFORMATION FOR INCIDENT
Evidence entered: 06/03/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200603 0800 McCormack,Courntey 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #6
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Wednesday, June 3, 2020 at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received a follow up email in refence to this case.
CSFD Patient Care Report
I received an email from Colorado Springs Fire Department (CSFD) with a copy of the patient care report for Mr. Chad Burnett from
May 24, 2020. This care report is associated to the incident occurring at
Ashgrove Street.
The report advised AMR was on scene before CSFD arrived there. On their arrival there was blood on the ground to the front
entranceway to the door. AMR was preparing to begin life saving measures and Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) officers
were conducting compressions on Mr. Burnett.
CSFD took over compressions from the officer and began life saving measures for Mr. Burnett with AMR. A defibrillator was used on
Mr. Burnett during this time frame however their efforts were unsuccessful.
The report advised Mr. Burnett had suffered from cardiac arrest.

I have nothing further.
Case status: Active investigation.
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The report provided by CSFD was placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility under evidence Item #49. A copy is attached to
this report.

EP

Supplement 20200529 1030 McCormack,Courtney 13150
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Supplement For Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #5
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Friday, May 29, 2020 at approximately 10:30 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received the following email in refence to this case.
Email from Ms.
All,,
I received your information from

You visited him following the death of Mr. Burnett on Sunday evening.

The home at
Ashgrove is currently owned by an estate in which Mr. Burnett was the personal representative. In light of Mr.
Burnett’s death, my clients are the only interested persons in that estate, but do not have legal authority to take possession of the home
without a court order. We have a hearing set on Tuesday to have a successor appointed.
However, given the recent press surrounding the incident (a “juicy” article on the front page of the Gazette today, ugh), I am quite
concerned about securing the property. I have no idea “who” has the keys at this point or if the door was locked following your
investigation.
Is your investigation completed with regard to the home? If so, we may take action to secure the home this afternoon unless you advise
otherwise.
Thanks,
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---------------------------------------231 E. Vermijo Ave.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

-

Sergeant Abendschan responded to the email advising we had locked the address upon our exit of the home and were no longer in need
of it.
This supplement is for informational purposed only. Copies of the email are attached to this report.
I have nothing further.
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Case Status- Active Investigation
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Evidence Invoice - Item 85
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Sirois, Robert 13025
Item #

Barcode

*1158880*

85

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158880

Mandatory Info: Evidence

CD CONTAINING PHOTOS OF #74
Evidence entered: 06/12/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: Sirois, Robert 13025
Recovery Address: OTS
Homicide #:

Printed: Friday, June 12, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200612 0949 Sirois,Robert 13025

This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-6021.
Initial Information
On 6/12/20 at approximately 0949 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), examined EPSO
evidence item #74, which was MCL #S-18,
(home surveillance system) base station (model VMB4000, S/N
The device did not contain any local storage, according to
and required external storage to be plugged into the USB ports on the
back, which did not have anything attached; therefore, there was nothing to examine. Arlo’s primary means of storing data is via a
“cloud” service.
Evidence
I entered the photos I took of the device into evidence, identified as item 85.
I placed the device back into evidence.
Case status: SAO.

Supplement 20200615 McCormack,Courtney 13150
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Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #13
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Monday, June 15, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division
conducted follow up in reference to this case.

EP

Information from CSPD
Reports conducted by Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) in reference to this case were previously requested via Detective
Matt Kerr with CSPD. However, on Monday, June 8, 2020, Detective Kerr advised there would be a delay in receiving these items due
to their unit being temporarily reassigned for Protests occurring in Colorado Springs. Detective Kerr advised they would attempt to
have the items to EPSO in a timely manner.

I have nothing further at this time.

CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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This supplement is for information purposes only.

Supplement 20200609 Price,Jon 02034

On June 9, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received the transcript of my interview with Officer Joseph Daigle. I reviewed the
transcript in comparison with the audio recording of the interview to insure its accuracy.
The transcript is attached to this supplement.
NFI / SAO

Daigle Interview Transcript
OTS room #4. May 27, 2020, 10:45-11:27 am, DVD=Evidence Item #10
INTERVIEW WITH OFC. JOSEPH DAIGLE Q=Det. Jon Price A=Ofc. Joseph Daigle
Q1=Attorney John Newsome
Q: (Unintelligible), right?
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A: Yeah.
Q: Okay. How's it going? I know I already...
A: Pretty good.
Q: ...introduced myself but here's my card.
A: Appreciate it.
Q: My name isJon I'm a detective here. I've been with the office for about 18 years. Um, my role today is strictly neutral. I'm just here
to ask questions.
A: Sounds good.
Q: I'm sure you understand we're being recorded and all that.
A: Yep.
Q: Tell me a little bit about yourself as far as...
A: We - do you want the mask on or?
Q: It's up to you. Whatever you're most comfortable with.
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A: Easier to talk with it off.
Q: Right, right.
A: If that's all right.

EP

Q: Um, how long have you been with CSPD?

A: So I've been with CSPD, what is it? I started the academy July of 2017.
Q: Okay.

08

A: And then I was a cop in Commerce City for two years as well.
Q: So you have about four years experience?
A: Almost five.

Q: Have you had, uh, any specialized assignments so far or is it just patrol?
A: Just patrol.
Q: And what, uh, what district or substation are you assigned to?
A: Out of Gold Hill.
Q: Is that where you've been your entire career?
A: Yes. All the time. I like it so...
Q: Why do you like it?
A: Yeah. I grew up on that side of town so I know it the best, so l feel more comfortable over there.
Q: And which shift are you assigned?
A:
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Q:
A:

?
.

Q:
A: Mm-hm.
Q: And what days off do you have?
A: I have

.

Q: Okay. So you work like
A: Yeah.

like the

is my

day of the week?

day so...

Q: Had you had any other calls that morning, Sunday morning?
A: That was the first one.
Q: First one out of the box?
A: Yep.
Q: All right. And how did the call start? What did dispatch tell you?
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A: So me and Officer Fleming were on our way to go grab coffee in the morning like we usually do and then run calls throughout the
day and right before we did that, uh, dispatch called us for a weapon’s display. So we skip the morning routine. We headed over there.
When we got there Broadmoor Security had already done - had already responded to that - that house 'cause they're familiar with it.
So, before we even started doing anything there was no one outside, nothing. Um, started talking to security. I forget his name. He said
that the guy at the address was - the address was
I think. And, uh, he starts telling us he's been having - he had a lot of issues
with (unintelligible) their disturbances and stuff like that. And then he also told us that it's known that that guy might have a lot of
weapons inside the house, firearms and stuff like that. Um, so once we get that info some of the neighbors saw us there so they kind of
started coming out. Um, we thought he was inside the house because the Broadmoor Security was telling us he's about 6'7", about 250
pounds and there was a jersey that was inside the, um, the - the front door's got windows on the side that are about six inches wide and
we saw - I forget what team - but we saw a jersey that was hanging up in the window and we thought that was him just kinda watching
us and what we were doing. So we just had one of us keep an eye on the house by this point. Sergeant Inazu has already arrived on
scene. I go to one of the neighbors, I think it was at, uh,
and I start talking to them about what, you know, just get a rough story
about what happened. They told me that the other - there was another neighbor at
and this is all in a cul-de-sac. 27 - not at - I - I
can't remember the other neighbor's house but the other neighbor that lives next door to the deceased he, uh, she sees his dog walking
around. She doesn't want any contact with that guy. So she goes to the neighbors at
and hooks the dog up on a leash and walks
him over there. Well, when she gets there she goes inside, stands by the (unintelligible) and I think she had saw her walking the dog
across the street because he was outside. And as she comes outside the neighbors at
come outside and he's got a bunch of items in
his hands. He's got books and bibles and all this personal stuff. So they meet at the end of driveway at
and there's a flower planter
box or whatnot at the end of the driveway that's on
property. So he's - according to the neighbors he's kind of oblivious that the
dog is there and doesn't realize it. So, he starts trying to hand over the personal property to those neighbors. Well the neighbor is like,
"No, I don't - I don't want - I don't want to take your stuff this is - this is yours." So he gets upset. Throws the stuff on
s driveway
and the witness John sbends over or kneels down to start picking up the items and as he's kneeling down Chad takes a - pulls out a
knife and as he's pulling out the knife he flips the blade out. And the witness said it was probably about a six inch blade. And, you
know, he's 6'7" so he's standing over him like this and he says, "Leave my stuff alone or I'm gonna kill you." So at first the neighbor
thought, "Okay, maybe he's just threatening me." And then he kind of thought a little more and goes, "Actually, I think this guy might
end up stabbing me." So he stood up and backed off and tried to engaged in conversation with him. Like, "Hey, I thought we were
friends. I thought we were cool." Um, then he just kept yelling and then he ends picking up his stuff and running back inside. So
gathering that story we had to go back to the house a few times, uh, because as I was interviewing those neighbors Chad would run
outside and start hollering and throwing books and knives into the front yard, um, and then run back inside. So since Officer Fleming
and Sergeant Inazu are out there I wanted to be in the parking lot - or in the cul-de-sac as well in case something happened. So when
he'd run back inside I'd go back to the neighbors and try and talk to 'em. So I'm back there a second time. He runs back outside.
Starts screaming and yelling at us. He starts threatening that he's gonna kill us. Um, Officer Fleming and Sergeant Inazu are trying to
make - trying to contact him through the front door and I'm kind of standing kind of at the driveway where the front - driveway and
the front, uh, sidewalk meet. I'm standing right there just trying to see if he's gonna come out the side of the house because if he's got a
back door and all this, um, backyard connect. So we're trying to make conversation with him through the front door and I see - I
would hear him say like, "Oh, he's got a knife in his hands." Or, "He's got a drink in his hands." And they're
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just trying to come up with any conversation to get him to open up the door to come talk to us. That way we could at least get his side
of the story and see what actually happened. Um, he never does, never opens up the door when we're trying to communicate with him.
We just end up communicating with him through the front door, through the windows. So we ended up backing off and then I went to
go talk to a neighbor because she had her window broken as well. And during that incident where he threw the books down and picked
up his stuff to go back inside, he tossed an unknown object at her window and broke the first pane. It was a two-pane window and he
broke the first one. So I went and talked to her to see what was going on and her story matched the guy at
She saw him standing
out with a knife threatening to kill him but she didn't really hear what words were exchanged. Um, so after talking with Officer
Fleming and Sergeant Inazu we kind of – Inazu went over there and talked to the neighbors as well and got a story from them. It was a
little conflicting to what I got. So Inazu stayed in the cul-de-sac and Officer Fleming and I went in there and separated the parties
'cause they were feeding off each other originally. So we separated them and got good statements of actually what happened and met the three of us met up again. And we're like, "Okay, no we do have felony menacing charges." And criminal mischief charges as well.
So now we got a felony. We can't just walk away from this. So Inazu had positioned his car since we knew that he potentially's got
firearms in the house. He positioned his car in the middle of the cul-de-sac so we at least had cover in case he does come out with a gun
'cause he had come out once before with a baseball bat and starts walking toward me and Fleming who were sittin' - or standing in the
cul-de-sac and he's raisin' it up and swinging it around and yelling at us, you know, "I'm gonna kill you guys." And we start slowly
backing off and we're - we're about an hour into this now, you know, just trying to talk with this guy. We start backing off and he still
is hollering and yelling at us and then he runs back inside. Comes back outside. He had already thrown books all over - scattered all
over his front yard, the two knives that we think might have been used during the felony menacing but we know if he's got other knives
in the house. He'd thrown those on his front yard. We had an - we went up and collected those knives so now they're out of the picture.
At least, you know, he's not gonna use them for anything. So we grab those knives, put 'em in one of our cruisers and he comes outside
again with what looks like a fire poker, but it's got three sharp edges on the end of it. It looks like it's cast iron and he's doing the same
thing that he did with the wooden bat. Um, he starts swinging it around yelling, "I'm gonna kill you guys." So Inazu was at the
neighbor's house talking with them and he comes out and he has his taser down and the guy sees Inazu kind of walking through the
front yard and he runs back in the house (unintelligible). So we finally get him - after ten, fifteen minutes goes by he comes out again
and we're trying - he - he's wear - he's changed sweatshirts. He's wearing a different sweatshirt now and I guess Sergeant Inazu
recognized it to be a football team or a hockey team and he - the guy's claiming that he's playing for that professional league. So Inazu
tried to engage him in conversation about that. "Oh, tell me a little a little more about that," or, "I can't really see your sweatshirt.
Why don't you come a little closer to us?" 'Cause we - what we want to do is get him away from the house so we can grab him, cuff
him, and now secure him in the vehicle and continue the investigation. What we didn't want is to walk up and then he barricades
himself inside the home especially with a firearm. So we got him further away from the door as much as we think we could and what
he was willing to do 'cause he came out to like halfway through his front yard. And we all kind of - we discussed it before where like we
can get this guy far enough from his home we're gonna rush him or we're gonna drop him. So we kind of looked at each other and
we're like all right I think this is as far as he's gonna go. I think we got enough distance between where he's at and the front door to
grab him before he goes inside. So we ran towards him and he sees us and actually he starts running back in the home. Well he doesn't
get the door shut right away. We were able to push it back open and also we didn't want one officer in there with the door shut and
locked fighting with this guy and then we're outside and we can't get in the home. So we pushed the door open right as he was trying to
close it. We get inside and my memory's kind of fuzzy from there because all I remember is running in. We grab him to try and grab
his arms to cuff him and the throws us to the ground. During that - well I forgot a part. Before that, Inazu had called for a backup
officer to show up. So he - it was him and a backup officer, uh, that was Officer Barth, um, who had came outside while we were
talking to the neighbors. So she's there as well. So the four of us ran inside. I heard her pop the taser, um, but I don't remember that
going. I just remember hearing the taser pop because I'm tryin' to wrestle one of his arms to get it from - 'cause he had his arms under
him. We're trying to wrestle one of his arms out to get a cuff on it and then get the other one and get a cuff on that one. So, the taser
goes off. Doesn't seem to work very well. Um, you can hear him kind of like say, "Ow." You know, in pain kind of grunt a little bit but
I don't feel him lock up like he should or anything plus he's wearing a sweatshirt at this point now. So I think it was enough pain that
we were able to grab one of his arms and put a cuff on that one and pull it out from under him and then this whole time we were all
telling him, "Stop resisting." You know, "Give us your - give us your arms or give us your hands." Once we were able to get that first
cuff on he gave us that other arm. So we put that cuff on and then he calmed - we all calmed down like, "Okay, cool." So were like,
"Okay, Chad, you know, just cooperate with us. We're just - we're gonna walk you out to the car. We're gonna stand you up and walk
you out to the car. Just - just walk out with us, okay?" And he kinda, you know, he's breathing. He's talking with us. I don't really
remember what he said and I think he said something like, "Oh, okay. We're gonna walk out now." So we all stand him up and we
start walking. He's - he's still hunched over and still trying to pull us back a little bit but we're able to kinda move him forward so he
could walk. We get to the front door. As soon as we get to the front door he shoved me into the back of the wall and Officer Fleming
and I are trying to get through the doorway and it's tight with the three of us. We get through the doorway. I don't know if he yanked
us and pulled us down onto the ground or if his foot tripped on something, but it felt like we got pulled down to the ground forcefully rather than he just tripped. So now we're on the front entryway of the front door on the - on the front sidewalk and he's still fighting
us there. We don't use the taser again. Um, we were able to - and - and that only lasted maybe 20 seconds or so. At least that's what it
felt like 'cause he kinda - he kinda calms down a little bit and then we - we stop. We're like patting him on the back like, " Chad come
on. We're gonna get you secured in the vehicle which we gotta do, okay. Stop fighting us." So Barth runs over and gets her car and
brings it up into the driveway in the front yard area so we don't have to walk as far to get to a vehicle and we can close that distance
and get him secured as quick as we can. So she runs and gets his car and he - he's talking to Fleming and he says, "Hey, I just wanna I wanna ask you one question." And Fleming's like, "Okay. You can ask me a question but I need you to stand up too. You can ask me
that question as we're walking down to the car." So I never knew what the question was. We finally get him stood up again and then he
don't even take one step forward. He knows what we're gonna - he knows we're trying to put him in the car and he throws us back
inside the house. Now we're back in the front entryway of the home. And we all trip on the
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front step into the front door and fall down onto the ground and he's still fighting us. And I'm up by his shoulder and I'm trying to
keep his shoulder down, keep his arms from moving around and even though he's cuffed up like I'm trying to secure that part of his
body while everyone else is trying to secure him to keep him from moving. Officer Carroll shows up at this point and comes inside and
sees his legs are, uh, 'cause Inazu had got, um, like the sides - not the sides but, uh, trying to remember the name or what they're call
but...
Q: Flex cuffs?
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A: Yeah, flex cuffs. And put 'em on his ankles but it wasn't working too good. So Carroll had some leg shackles in his car so he ran out
there and grabbed those. Cut off the flex cuffs and put the shackles on, um, 'cause he was still kicking around. And Fleming and I are
up by his head and shoulders and the whole time I'm looking at his head and I'm making sure that it's not obstructed and I can see his
face, I can see his mouth and nose. He's still breathing. He's still grunting and talking, trying to get away from us. Well as that goes on
we finally get the flex cuffs on him. Once we get the flex cuffs on him - or not the flex cuffs but the, uh, ankle shackles on him then it
seemed to kind of calm down a little bit. And I'm not - he's still really tense but he's not fighting as much anymore so we just - we're
still holding him. Medical had already been on their way since we tazed him. We already called for medical. Um, so we looked - Inazu
says, "Hey, just be careful. He could just be playing possum." And, you know, as we pick him the fight's on again. Um, so we're all
mindful of that. So since he wasn't - since he was still tense so he wasn't kind of moving we made sure that his chest was rising and I
could see - or everyone say, "Yeah, I can see a rise in his chest." The position I was in I couldn't really see anything but - of his
sweatshirt but someone else announced that they could. I made sure I could still feel a pulse. Inazu checked, could still feel one. After
about a - I don't know how much time went by but - and then again, we checked again, could still feel one and Inazu said he could see
his eyes moving. So we rolled him onto his shoulder, um, and the plan was to wait, get medical, once medical showed up, get the
stretcher out there, bring it to the front door and put him on a stretcher and wheel him into the ambulance. Because with the taser we
already knew he was going to the hospital (unintelligible). So that way we could - we wouldn't have to walk him again. We'd just throw
him on a stretcher, strap him down. Well then someone said they couldn't see his chest rising anymore so I think we had already
bumped medical up to Code 3. Now they're running hot and - and I couldn't feel a pulse. Sergeant Inazu checked it. He couldn't feel a
pulse anymore either. So we immediately rolled him onto his back and started compressions and worked him. And we - we traded off.
Um, I think Inazu started then - then was Fleming and then I know I - and it was Fleming that started then I tagged Inazu out and then
Carroll relieved me and then medical showed up and relieved him. And they did their life saving procedures but as we know it was
unsuccessful. Trying think if I missed anything in the story. No.
Q: Okay. Well I take it, um, you were in uniform at this time?
A: I was, yes.

EP

Q: Okay. Was it Class A, Class B?

Q: So it was obvious you're officers?
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A: It was Class B. Just regular patrol uniform. It had the (unintelligible) blue patches with the Colorado Springs Police, the badge,
whole duty belt.

A: Yep. And, uh, marked - two marked cruisers including Inazu’s.
Q: Were - are you in a marked cruiser?
A: I was, yeah.

Q: Okay. Was there anybody riding with you?
A: Nope, just me.
Q: Did, uh, Chad ever acknowledge you as an officer or recognize you?
A: He kept calling us fake Police. But I had talked to - before all this happened I - when I talked to, um, the neighbor, the neighbor said
that the previous day Chad was trying to give away valuables like his mom's pearl necklace, his - the wedding ring that his mom had,
and then the title to his Corvette in the garage. And John thought that was kind of weird and he gave all the stuff back. Um, and then
he was also, like when he threw all his property down onto the ground he was also claiming that, you know, him and John weren't
friends unless John was a Texas Ranger and that he's only friends with Texas Rangers and he knows those guys. And then he said he
was San Diego Police. And then someone had told - I think it was Broadmoor Security told us that he doesn't like Colorado Springs
Police because he thinks they're fake Police. But he likes the Texas Rangers and San Diego Police. So he knew we were officers but I
think he - in his mind he acknowledged that we weren't because he see CSPD as fake cops. So...
Q: What was your perception of his
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state?

A: He was - he wasn't all there. Uh, as in he wasn't rational like - like you and I right now, you know. Running out - a rational person
wouldn't run out of the house throwing items and yelling and screaming and running after cops and threatening them with a fire poker
and baseball bats and stuff like that. Um, it wasn't normal behavior.
Q: What was your perception of his physical size in comparison to you three officers?
A: He was a lot bigger than us. Yeah, we initially were told he was about 6'7", 250 and when he first stepped out of the house he was
6'7", 250. Somewhere in the ballpark. He was a tall, big dude.
Q: And it sounds like you guys had difficulty...
A: Yeah, it was - it was - when we first started fighting him it was Barth, Fleming, Inazu and myself and I still felt like we were losing
the fight so I called for more officers. Um, and even - and especially when the taser didn't work. I was like I just was thinking it's
probably going be best if we had at least one other person here. If we couldn't get his arms out we couldn't get him in cuffs. The taser
wasn't working. Um, eventually we did get him in cuffs but...
Q: It took four of you to do it.
A: Yeah, it was - yeah it was - it was difficult. I've been in a few fights before and this was one of the most difficult ones.
Q: Um, at one point you mentioned I think that he threw you guys back into the house.
A: Yeah.
Q: Can you describe that better?

Q: Okay.
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A: So as we stand up when we're in the front portion of the house, or on the front steps, as soon as we stood up I just - I felt him tense
and then he just throws his whole body weight back inside to the front foyer of the home.

EP

A: And that caused Officer Fleming and I to get pulled back into the house and as we get pulled back I think - it's not like I tripped on
the front steps, it felt like my boot caught it and threw me onto the ground. Um, I just remember hitting like the - the back of my duty
belt and all that hitting his, uh, table and whatnot because it was just so violent how he pulled us back into the home. And then once we
went in we all went - fell right down onto the ground. And...
Q: So he was able to pull you off balance, pull you off your feet?

08

A: Yeah, we got pulled off our feet two or three times and that was with at least two or three of us holding onto him trying to control
him.
Q: You mentioned your duty belt. What's on your duty belt?

A: So I have my two ammo caches, my cuffs, uh, my gun, my baton, Taser’s on this side with my radio behind it and then I got a
flashlight behind my radio and then my four belt keepers.
Q: Do you ever access any of your weapons?
A: No. The only time I - I had my gun out was when we were initially trying to make contact with him at the front door and I hear
Fleming say, "He's got a knife in his hands." So I just unholstered it and hid it behind my - my leg. I want to be ready but I also didn't
want him to see it because I wanted him to come out and talk with us and I was like, okay I want to be ready but if he sees a gun I don't
want him to not open up the door.
Q: Okay.
A: So that was the only time I pulled it and then I never touched it for the rest of the call.
Q: Was there any thought of - did you ever have a thought of using your less lethal?
A: My less lethal?
Q: Mm-hm.
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A: It crossed my mind right as I saw Barth had her taser out. And then once I knew her taser was out I'm not gonna pull mine out.
Q: Okay.
A: We need more hands on this guy to try and control him rather than two us trying to use our tasers. So she tazed him once and then
arced it and both times didn't work.
Q: So you're over at the

Do you know those people's names?

A: I - I just - I never got the, uh, I didn't talk to, uh, wife. Fleming did. Um, I talked to the guy and his name is John. I can't remember
his last name. I think it was - I think it was a simple last name but I can't remember.
Q: Fair enough.
A: It was like Smith or something like that. But I just remember his first name is John.
Q: Okay. As you're talking to John, how many times does Chad come in and out of the house?
A: Well I was in - when we were doing the - 'cause I did some basic detailed interviews with him. I did like two of 'em to try and clarify
some questions. Chad had come out of the house at least four times. Um, and each time I would, you know, look over there, make sure
they're okay or I'd break - break the interview and walk over there and see (unintelligible) and Chad would run back into the house.
Q: And when Chad's coming out how far out is he coming?
A: He'd come maybe - the first couple times he would come up to his front sidewalk and then just start...
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Q: All the way out to the cul-de-sac?
A: Not the cul-de-sac but the front, uh, pathway that connects the driveway to the front door.
Q: Okay.

EP

A: From like the beginning of the grass. Um, first couple times he'd come out to there and then we would start trying to - not me but
Inazu seemed like he had a better rapport with this guy. He would start con- you know, trying to initiate a conversation with Chad to
get Chad to talk to us so we could get Chad's side of the story but it never worked.
Q: And at that point you hadn't made the decision to arrest or anything, you just wanted to...

08

A: Yeah, at that point we were still in the initial investigation phase. We think - at that point we thought we probably had felony
menacing but we wanted to clear up a few more details with the witness and the victim. Um, so we were really just trying to get Chad
out so we could talk to him and say, "Hey, tell me your side of the story. What happened?" But he never engaged us in conversation. In
fact he would just scream at us and I don't - I don't remember what he was saying. A lot of times in the middle of the cul-de-sac it was
hard for me to hear. Um, then I would go back and talk to John and then he would come out a few more times. But when we were actwhen Fleming and I were actually doing the detailed interviews with John and his wife that's when Inazu called for Officer Barth to be
out there with him, uh, so he would have two people out there in case they did have to fight him. We - I don't know where Fleming was
but I was inside the house with John in his office so I didn't see how many times he had come outside.
Q: So you complete that interview. You come out. And then what happened?
A: I come outside. Inazu had already moved his vehicle in front of the house in case he - just on the off chance that he comes out with a
gun because we had information that he potentially could have a few firearms in that house. As soon as I come outside I think Chad
had just gone back inside. I remember Inazu saying he was just outside. He had just gone back inside. And then I tell Inazu, I was like,
"Hey, real quick. This is what I got. We're gonna have felony menacing because the victim was on his property and all the books and
whatnot that he threw down was on his property." And he's like, "Okay. Well we can't leave in the course of a felony." And, uh, so
then Chad comes outside and instead of - we were trying to avoid a barricaded situation, you know, with the information that he might
have guns in there. We didn't want him to barricade himself inside that house and now we have to go in tactical and all that. We would
rather just arrest him and, you know, that way we could get out of there and avoid that whole situation because, you know, barricaded
situation is not good so we didn't want that to happen. But all the other - all the other neighbors were pretty nervous with Chad, um,
and they all tried to avoid him. So we didn't wanna put them in - in danger either. And as Chad was coming outside there was a - there
is a public sidewalk that goes parallel to his house and as he was outside yelling at us he was changing direction and starts cussing and
screaming at people walking by that aren't even involved, just walking their dog and have no idea what's going on. Um, and then when
- that was when he came outside and we were able to finally get him far enough away from the house where we felt
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we could grab him and - and arrest him without him barricading himself inside.
Q: You guys make the decision to arrest. How many times has he come in and out of the house after that before you actually able to...
A: Make the arrest?
Q: Yes.
A: So before we made that decision, um, he had probably come out of his house ten times. And then when - that was when we got him
as close it looked like he was gonna get to us.
Q: So on the decision to arrest at the time you were able to contact him he was in and out ten times?
A: Uh, no before that.
Q: Okay.
A: Before we made the decision to arrest and we went and contacted him it was probably about ten times but once I came out of the
house and I was like, "No, we - we have probable cause to arrest him for felony menacing," it was just the one time. He had gone back
in the house. He came out. We saw that as our opportunity to - to try and engage him in conversation. Again, "Hey, come talk to us,"
you know, "Let me see that sweatshirt," you know, "Tell me about you're - you're playing for the professional team." I think it was a
hockey team or something like that. Um, and he seemed like he got a little comfortable, so he was taking a few more steps towards us
and he just stopped and then we were like ok we can close this gap pretty quick let's - let's get him. And, um...
Q: So at that point were you just slowly walking towards him or was it just a full out charge?

Q: Okay.
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A: No, it was a full out sprint.

A: It was a full out sprint and what we didn't want was him to get inside the house.

A: Yes.

EP

Q: You get inside the house, he falls, you described his arms as being underneath him.

Q: So he must be like face down.

A: Yeah, he was face down but I think his head was turned.

08

Q: Okay. Was his face towards the front door or face into the living room?
A: I think he was facing into the living room.
Q: Okay.

A: I think he was if I remember correct. I think it was in the living room.
Q: What's he saying at that point; do you remember?
A: He's - he's more screaming trying to get off - trying to get us off of him and all that. And we're - we're telling him, "Chad, you're
under arrest. Stop - stop resisting," um, you know, "Stop fighting us." And I just - I'm focused on getting his arm out from underneath
him. We never got a chance to - to pat him down or anything like that. That was our first contact with him, our physical contact. Um,
so we - I wanted his hands out from under him as quick as possible because I didn't know if he had shoved a gun in his waistband and
then put a sweatshirt on to conceal it. Um...
Q: Which arm are you holding on?
A: I think it was his - I think it was his left arm. I think that was the first one to cuff first 'cause we were able to Barth and I were able
to grab that and pull it out from under him and then put a cuff on that one.
Q: And who had his left - his right arm?
A: I think it was Inazu and Fleming. I remember someone was next to me trying to get that right arm. I don't remember who it was. It
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had to have been the two of them 'cause there was only the four of us at this point.
Q: I think I understand the rest of it. Do you have any questions?
Q1: Did - did you see - did you use any choke holds on this guy?
A: No.
Q1: Did you see any choke holds used on this guy?
A: I didn't see any.
Q1: Did you see anything that was outside your training or CSPD policy?
A: No. Nothing.
Q1: What was your reaction when this guy died?
A: I was like - I was just like – I was surprised
Q1: Uh, did you - did you guys - did you, or in your presence any other officer, do anything that would cause death?
A: No. No, we were - we were all - when he - when he died we were like, "Holy shit." We weren't expecting this. You know, it was a
shock to all of us. Like we - there was nothing that either one of us did that would - that I feel would've caused that.
Q: Did he ever complain of chest pains or...
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A: No.
Q: ...shortness of breath or any medical distress?

A: Nothing. He never asked for medical. He never - even though we had medical on the way for the taser initially he never asked for it.
He never complained of, "I can't breathe. I can't," nothing.

EP

Q: And at the end there where he relaxes and stops fighting does he like close his eyes or...
A: No, his eyes were open. His eyes were open.

A: Yes.

Q1: (Unintelligible) for his pulse?

08

Q1: (Unintelligible) trying to see if he was still breathing...

A: Yep. I checked his pulse several times and I felt one. And then when I didn't I was like, "I don't have a pulse." And then that's when
Inazu said, "Okay, roll him onto his back. Start compressions." The whole time I was - 'cause I was by his head and I was - I had my
hand on his shoulder and I'm looking at his eyes and his eyes were open. And then Inazu says, "I can see him blinking."
Q: Were his eyes moving around like he was seizing?
A: No, they were - they were staring. They weren't moving. They were fixated on - on something.
Q: Did he say anything during that time?
A: Not that I remember. I think it was more just when we first fell down that last time. I think it was more of just him screaming and
grunting trying to get - get away from us.
Q: How many times was he tazed?
A: He was tazed - initially he was hit with the probe and that didn’t seem to work so then he was arced.
Q: Drive stunned?
A: No it was, um, once the - the probe fell out and they're in there you can - I don't know...
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Q: Oh, it's a new taser?
A: Yeah, so you can hit a button on the side that arcs it and gives it another five second shot. Um, those were the only two times.
Q: So the first cycle was at - in your recollection was that a full five second cycle?
A: I believe so.
Q: And the second one?
A: Think so. I don't remember if the second one was a full five seconds or not. I just remember her saying, "Hey, I'm gonna arc it."
And then Inazu saying, "Okay, watch your hands with the wires." And as she arced it I don't remember if it was a five second or not.
It wasn't longer than five seconds. Um, but I don't remember if it was shorter or not. I just remember her going, "Okay, I'm gonna arc
it," and then I - the wires are right next to my hands, so I remember moving my hands and repositioning to - so I'm not getting hit
myself.
Q: When, um, when you three initially rushed him does he have anything in his hands?
A: I don't think he did. I think his hands were clear and I think that's why we - we rushed him too because we didn't see anything in
his hands. If he had something in his hands we didn't wanna get hit with it.
Q: At any time during the struggle did he grab anything to use as a weapon?
A: No. Um, but I found out later that he was trying to grab for Officer Fleming's firearm.

A: What's that?
Q: How did you - how did you learn that?
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Q: Fleming told you that?

EP

A: That was during, um, our consultation when we were talking about it Fleming said that night. I didn't know that until after.

A: Okay.

Q: Do you need bathroom, water?
A: No, I'm good.
Q: Stretch our legs
A: Can I leave my stuff here?

08

Q: Let me, um, let me step out for a few minutes to see if I missed anything.

Q: Yeah. I have one last question that was suggested.
A: Okay.
Q: Uh, were you injured at all?
A: Was I injured? I have - I had like some blood right here. Uh, my belly was scraped initially. I don't know whose it was and then my
shoulders were sore but I got a preexisting shoulder injury from a long time ago. It was just flared up. Other than that, no.
Q: Do you have any questions for me?
A: I don't.
Q: We're done then.
A: Okay.
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Q: You have my card?
A: Yeah, I do.

08
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This transcript has been reviewed with the audio recording submitted and it is an accurate transcription.
Signed ______________________________________________________________________
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Search warrant 20-1767
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Supplement 20200617 1030 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #16
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Wednesday, June 17, 2020, at approximately 10:30 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division appeared in the office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff. Judge Findorff reviewed a search warrant
for:
Technologies, INC, 2200 Faraday Ave Suite #150, Carlsbad, CA 92008. For video footage for account associated to
with Serial #
This device is associated to
Ashgrove Street, Colorado Springs, CO.
At approximately 10:37 am, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant.
At approximately 10:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing.
The warrant was assigned number 20-1767
A copy of the search warrant was provided to

via their law enforcement email address (

@

I have nothing further at this time.
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CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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Device

invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1159033*

87

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1159033

(1) DISK W. RECORDING LEFT ON MR.
CELL PHONE ON
MAY 24, 2020 AROUND 11 AM. RECORDING IS FROM MR. BURNETT

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/17/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVE
Homicide #:

*1159034*

88

CD/DVD(s)

VERBATIM Serial #:

1159034

(1) INTERVIEW CALL WITH

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/17/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200617 0815 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #15
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Wednesday, June 17, 2020, at approximately 8:15 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received follow up information in reference to this case.
I was previously advised by Detective Matt Kerr with Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) of a call for service for Mr. Chad
Burnett that from the day after Mr. Burnett passed away (May 25, 2020).
The call was placed to CSPD by Mr. Burnett’s
24, 2020.

stated he was contacted by Mr. Burnett on May

Call to
On today’s day, I contacted
via telephone number
regarding the call for service.
explained
he has known Mr. Burnett for almost 20 years. He was friends with Mr. Burnett’s stepfather and has done dental work on Mr.
Burnett over the past several years.
stated he was aware Mr. Burnett had a drug problem previously and that Mr. Burnett had a “dry sense of humor”.
advised he received the voicemail message from Mr. Burnett on her personal cellphone on Sunday, May 24, 2020 around
11am while he was at church.
this is “Chad Borchert” and you need call me or I will slit your throat
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Mr. Burnett left a voice mail on his phone stating;
from ear to ear.

Mr. Burnett stated he was a Nazi General. He also advised his father is

(Mr. Burnett’s

-

EP

thought maybe Mr. Burnett was trying to be funny or something and attempted to call him back. He later learned of the
incident occurring.
advised the message was odd because Mr. Burnett had had his
and
mixed up.
He also was using his
last name and not his.

Evidence
A copy of the voicemail was provided by
as Item #87. The phone interview with
into evidence as Item #88.
I have nothing further at this time.
CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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I conducted a review of the message and found it was exactly as

It was burned to a disk and placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility
was recorded and also burned to a disk for evidence. The interview was placed

08

A copy of the message was provided to me by
described.
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ROE 20- 1653
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Supplement 20200616 1300 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #14
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Tuesday, June 16, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division
conducted follow up in reference to this case.
Evidence Item #9
I was informed Item #9 was not placed digitally on the Investigation drive, due to this the item was requested from evidence and a copy
was placed onto the drive. The item was then resealed and placed back into evidence.
ROE
Reports of Executions were done for the following warrants and are attached to this report.
Search Warrant #20-1651 - Red iPhone belonging to Mr. Chad Burnett
Search Warrant #20-1652Device at
Ashgrove Street
Search Warrant #20-1653- Computer belonging to Mr. Chad Burnett
No data related to this case was located during the forensic download of these items. Due to this, a separate warrant will be sought for
the
Camera footage.
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CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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I have nothing further at this time.
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ROE 20-1651
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ROE 20-1652
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invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1159055*

89

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1159055

(1) INTERVIEW WITH RUSTY GRIFFITH

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/17/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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gazette article 1
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Gazette article 2
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burnett obituary
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Supplement 20200617 1406 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #17
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Wednesday, June 17, 2020, at approximately 2:06 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in reference to this case.
I spoke with Mr.
"
whom was a close friend of Mr. Chad Burnett’s stepfather. Mr.
stated he has
known Mr. Burnett since he was 13 years old. Mr. Burnett has struggled with drug use and alcohol use throughout his life.
Over the past few years Mr. Burnett had gotten clean and was working in a bicycle shop located in Colorado Springs.
In 2019, Mr.
passed away. His wife (Mr.
passed away a few days later. After both deaths, Mr. Burnett
received a large estate. After this occurred, Mr. Burnett left his job at the bike shop and attempted to establish several different
businesses that were unsuccessful.
Mr. Burnett would contact Mr.
fairly regularly telling him what he was doing. Mr. Burnett was in a constant financial battle
over the
estate. Mr. Burnett also discussed his
and his
residing in Texas.
Mr. Burnett had talked to other members in the community stating he did not like his cousin “Paulene” and was going to get back at
her.
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Mr. Burnett contacted Mr.
around 3 weeks before his death. At that time, he claimed his ex-wife had stolen his shot gun. Mr.
told Mr. Burnett that he needed to report it to law enforcement and asked if he knew the serial number to it. Mr.
explained if he did not know the number there was an old photo of Mr. Burnett’s stepfather and his friends out shooting with the gun.
Mr.
suggested the photo may have the serial number in it. Mr. Burnett continued the conversation seeming off and out of it.
Mr.
stated he was worried Mr. Burnett may have been using drugs and alcohol again.

Three days before his death, Mr.

received a few family photos via messaging.

believed Mr. Burnett had recently returned to Colorado Springs from visiting in Texas a few weeks before the incident

Evidence
The conversation with Mr.

08

Mr.
occurred.

and was not making any sense during the conversation. Again Mr.

EP

A few weeks later Mr. Burnett again called Mr.
became worried Mr. Burnett was using drugs.

was recorded on my office issued recorder and placed into evidence as Item #89.

Other info
Mr.
also provided Mr. Burnett’s obituary and two Gazette reports regarding this case. These items were uploaded to this
supplement.
I have nothing further at this time.
CASE STATUS- Active Investigation

Supplement 20200609 Gallagher,Patrick 11027
Case Number: 2020-00006021
Case Title: Assist Outside Agency
From: Detective Patrick Gallagher #11027
Date: 06/23/2020
On 06/09/2020 I, Detective Patrick Gallagher #11027 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) assisted with this investigation.
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EPSO Detective Courtney McCormack is the primary investigator for this case.
AUDIO RECORDING REVIEW
On 06/09/2020 at approximately 8:00a.m., I began reviewing the Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) radio traffic and 911
calls regarding this incident. The following is a summary of the recordings, not a word for word transcription.
CSPD RADIO TRAFFIC
I heard a dispatcher sending multiple officers to a, “weapons display” at
Ashgrove Street, for a neighbor who pulled a knife and
started threatening the callers husband, described as a white male in sweat pants with a tie dye shit, six foot seven inches tall, who went
into 2729 Ashgrove armed with a knife.
Some units called out with Broadmoor security, others then said they were in contact with the subject at the front door of his house.
Units advised they were in verbal contact and the subject does have a knife in his hand. Officers radio the subject is going inside and
outside of the house repeatedly.
“93 send us some more units” is heard with garbled background yelling and sounds of an altercation. Followed immediately by a
request for medical personnel and a Taser deployment. The dispatcher confirms, “Taser deployed 11:40” to mark the time of the
transmission. Multiple other police officers can be heard saying, “Send it” meaning they are on the way to the call.
An officer calls out they have one person detained, dispatch confirms this transmission at 11:40. Dispatch then clears the channel of its
“code” status meaning only units involved in the incident should transmit at 11:41.
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An officer then requests to, “Step up medical” to an emergency “code 3” response saying, “He appears to be unconscious”, dispatch
confirms the request at 11:48. Officers confirm their location as
for the responding medical personnel.
An officer radios, “Show CPR started” which dispatch confirms at 11:53.
CSPD 911 CALLS

08

EP

The first 911 recording I reviewed is 7:27 long. This call is from
, who says her neighbor Chad is threatening her
husband with a knife in front of her house
Ashgrove, she then identifies her neighbor is Chad Burnett.
said it started
because her neighbor’s dog was loose, another neighbor brought the dog to her house, Chad then came over and took a knife out of his
pocket.
described the knife as a 5-7 inch blade that looked, “dirty” and described Chad as a white male, 49-50 years old
wearing sweat pants and a tie-dye red shirt, named Chad Burnett.
answers questions from the call taker about a possible
firearm she determined was not involved, and says her husband left the house to find Chad’s address. The call ends when officers
arrive.
The next 911 recording is 4:31 long, from 2750 Ashgrove reporting her neighbor Chad Burnett,
reports her neighbor
Chad pulled out a knife on her neighbors named
and held it over him, Chad then threw something and broke a window in her
office. Mrs.
says she called Broadmoor security, and says Chad is a lunatic, describing him as Chad Burnett a white male, very
tall with bushy hair a bulky build. Mrs.
reports everyone is in their houses and she doesn’t know if anyone needs medical
attention.
EPSO 911 CALL
This call is 30 seconds long. The caller gives an address of
Ashgrove Street, and identifies himself as, “Chad R Borshay(sp)” and
says, “Just got here from Japan, my jet is at Colorado Springs airport” and claims to be from Japan. The caller then says there are
fake police trying to evacuate a, “Chad Burnett” but he is, “Chad R Borhsay(sp) and I own the Broadmoor”, the call taker can be
heard trying to interject before the caller yells, “Get the fuck off my property” and the call disconnects.
I have nothing further at this time.
Case Status: Same as original (SAO)
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90
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Bauman, Michael 14003
Item #

Barcode

*1159057*

Item Type

90

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1159057

CD (BD-R) WITH AXIOM OF #72 LAPTOP

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/18/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

Collected by: Bauman, Michael 14003
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Thursday, June 18, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200618 Bauman,Michael 14003
Case Number: 20-6021
Date: June 18, 2020

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

On June 5, 2019, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Investigations Division was assigned the
following device to examine by Detective McCormack:
Color:
Make: HP Laptop Model: 15-dyl75lms
Serial#:
Search Authority: Warrant
At the time of examination, I observed no defects on the device. I photographed the device and placed the digital photos in the case
file.
I booted the device to a Paladin Forensic Suite and created a forensic image of the storage drive on the device. Upon completion, I
utilized the Magnet Axiom Suite of software to process the E01 image. A portable case was created and copied to optical media. The
optical media was placed into evidence under item #90.
I have nothing further at this time.
Case Status: SAO
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Evidence Invoice - Item 92
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Sirois, Robert 13025
Item #

Barcode

*1159383*

92

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1159383

Mandatory Info: Evidence

BLURAY CONTAINING PHOTOS AND

BFU OF #78
Evidence entered: 06/25/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

Collected by: Sirois, Robert 13025
Recovery Address: OTS
Homicide #:

Printed: Thursday, June 25, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200625 1606 Sirois,Robert 13025
This is a supplement to EPSO case 20-6021.
Initial Information
On 6/25/20 at approximately 1606 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), received an
iPhone 8 Plus (A1897) with a warrant from Detective C. McCormack. I put the device into DFU mode and connected it to a
Touch 2. I instructed the
to perform a file system (
of the device. The process completed successfully. I generated a
Reader report using
Physical Analyzer.
Device Information
The following is a summary of the device information per
Physical Analyzer:
Message Retention Duration
Forever
DeviceInfoAppleID
@
.com
DeviceInfoiCloudAccountPresent
True
DeviceInfoOwnerName
Chaz’s
iPhone

LastUsedMSISDN
+
LastUsedICCID

IMEI

DeviceInfoAirDropID

DeviceInfoLastCloudBackupDate
- :
DeviceInfoTimeZone
(UTC-07:00)Denver (America)
DeviceInfoOSType
iOS
DeviceInfoAppleID

DeviceInfoWiFiMACAddress

DeviceInfoMACAddress
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08

DeviceInfoUniqueID

EP

DeviceInfoSerial

SO
/2
5/
20

Last
Activation Time
5/27/2020
20:07(UTC+0)

DeviceInfoMACAddress

DeviceInfoLocationServicesEnabled

ICCID

MSISDN

IMEI

IMSI

IMEI

IMSI

IMSI

Evidence
I later copied the
Case status: SAO.
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Reader report to a CD and placed it into evidence, identified as item 92.

08

IMSI

EP

IMEI
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IMSI

Evidence voucher for item number 91
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: Montville, Lisa 01060
Item #

Barcode

*1159288*

91

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

Serial #:

1159288

Mandatory Info: Evidence

ONE CD CONTAINING COPIES OF CASE REPORTS, LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, PHOTOGRAPHS REC'D FROM CSPD DET. KERR TO
MONTVILLE
Evidence entered: 06/24/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

Collected by: Montville, Lisa 01060
Recovery Address: 27 EAST VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200624 0945 Montville,Lisa 01060
Case Supplement, 20-6021
Detective Statement:
On June 24, 2020, at about 9:45 a.m., I, Detective Montville met with Colorado Springs Police Department Detective Matthew Kerr, at
the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 East Vermijo Avenue, in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Detective Kerr provided me with copies of
the following CSPD case reports: 20-18512, 20-18728, 19-01287. Included with the case reports were copies of related photographs,
interviews, legal paperwork, evidence sheets and emails.
I copied all of the files provided by Detective Kerr onto a CD. I entered the CD into the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence
Facility under item number 91. A copy of the evidence voucher is attached to this supplement.
Nothing Follows.
Case Status: ACT-INV

Supplement 20200624 1900 Montville,Lisa 01060
Case Supplement, 20-6021

SO
/2
5/
20

Detective Statement:
On June 24, 2020, at about 7:00 p.m., I, Detective Montville received an email from Detective Matthew Kerr with the Colorado Springs
Police Department. Attached to the email was a discovery log for the items I received on June 24, 2020 from him.

Nothing Follows.

08

Case Status: ACT-INV

EP

A copy of the discovery log is attached to this supplement.
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item #86
6/13/2020

CAD Call 20219809 History

Call 20219809 Details
File:

Refresh: 30 sec.

Date:05/25/20

Opr:PMCCULMA

Location:

Juris:COS

Type:SUPP

Svc:P

SUPPLEMENT TO CASE

In Progress? 0

Agcy:CSPD

Last name:

Area:2

First:MARK

Zn:P2

Bt:29

How Recd? 1
Phone:

BOLO

Remarks

HAZ
DOW Time

1 Call 20219809 has been linked to call 20218495.
RP IS SUSP'S DENTIST - SUSP EMAILED RP
YESTERDAY

EL

PH 21

Oper

POD

Mon 11:18:13 *PMCCULMA 14
Mon 11:18:39 PMCCULMA

14

3 TALKING ABOUT NAZI'S AND THEN CALLED AND

Mon 11:18:39 PMCCULMA

14

4 THREATENED TO SLIT RPS THROAT

Mon 11:18:39 PMCCULMA

14

5 SLC

Mon 11:18:43 PMCCULMA

14

6 Chief Complaint: Supplemental

Mon 11:18:48 *PMCCULMA 0

7 ProQA Police call type 128A4.

Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0

8 Response: ALPHA.

Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0

9 Dispatch Code: 128A04

SO
/2
5/
20

2

Dist:2281

Priority:4

Address:
#

POD:14

Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0
Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0

11 Original case #: Skipped by user

Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0

12 General case info: Skipped by user

Mon 11:18:52 *PMCCULMA 0

13 *** PLEASE CALL RP WHEN ENRT

Mon 11:19:02 PMCCULMA

14

14 RP WILL MEET PD OUTSIDE

Mon 11:19:07 PMCCULMA

14

NO FURTHER INFORMATION - CALL TAKER
15
DISCONNECTED

Mon 11:19:07 PMCCULMA

14

16 RP BACK ON FON, ADV NO LONGER AT

Mon 13:06:40 PPRIMEAN

30

Mon 13:12:18 PPRIMEAN

30

18 THEY ARE DOING INVESTIGATION, AND WILL BE

Mon 13:12:18 PPRIMEAN

30

19 CONTACTING HIM

Mon 13:12:18 PPRIMEAN

30

EP

10 Incident type: Skipped by user

ERT ADV INFO HAS BEEN HANDED OVER TO EPSO,
SINCE

08

17

Cross Streets

Unit Recommendation

SPRINGMEADOW DR
Unit

Name

Received Dispatch Arrived Cleared Clearance

1X20

GARZA,
JOHN

11:17

11:41

Backup
Units

11:41 75

Unit History
Unit Name

Status

1X20 GARZA, JOHN DSPH

Time

Location

Operator Remarks

11:41:22 155 LAKE AV; INDEPENDE PSHAZAM SUPPLEMENT TO CASE

1X20 GARZA, JOHN OFFDTY 11:41:25 155 LAKE AV; INDEPENDE PSHAZAM SUPPLEMENT TO CASE
cspdcad.ci.colospgs.co.us/cgi-bin/snweb?CAD.CH.HTML+20219809
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6/13/2020

CAD Call 20219809 History

Print

as of: 06/13/2020 11:45

08
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Close

cspdcad.ci.colospgs.co.us/cgi-bin/snweb?CAD.CH.HTML+20219809
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evidence invoice
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1158965*

86

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1158965

(1) DISK W. CALL FOR SERVICE RECEIVED REGARDING CHAD
BURNETT BACK ON 05/25/2020 FROM

Mandatory Info: Evidence

Evidence entered: 06/15/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake

08

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVE
Homicide #:

Printed: Monday, June 15, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200615 0700 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #12
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Monday, June 15, 2020, at approximately 7:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received follow up information in refence to this case.
Call for Service from CSPD 5/25/2020
I was advised by Detective Matt Kerr with Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) of another call for service for Mr. Chad
Burnett that was located in their system under a different address (155 Lake Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO). The call is from the day
after Mr. Burnett passed away (May 25, 2020).
The call was placed to CSPD by Mr. Burnett’s
stated he received an email from Mr. Burnett
talking about Nazis. Mr. Burnett then called the dentist office stating he was going to slit Mr.
throat. Due to the incident
occurring on May 24, 2020 with Mr. Burnett passing away nothing further occurred with this call. The call appears to have been
placed prior to Mr. Burnett’s passing, possibly being left over the weekend on the office voicemail.
Detective Kerr advised he would follow up with the dentist.
Copies of the Call Screen was placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility as Item #86 and is attached to this report.

CASE STATUS- Active Investigation

SO
/2
5/
20

I have nothing further at this time.

EP

Supplement 20200706 1027 McCormack,Courtney 13150

08

Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #19
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Monday, July 6, 2020, at approximately 10:27 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division conducted follow up in reference to this case.
Forensic Downloads
Previously search warrants were issued for several devices taken for evidence while on scene at
Ashgrove Drive, located in
Colorado Springs, CO. The warrants were conducted by Detective Robert Sirois, whom also conducted the forensic download of the
devices.
At that time Detective Sirois advised the download of the computer and
base station were unsuccessful. Detective Sirois was able
to complete a download on Mr. Chad Burnett’s cellular phone however advised it would not contain all information due to security
settings of the device.
A review of this download was completed by me at this time.
Information
I was unable to locate any information associated to the

camera system located at Mr. Burnett’s address.

911 Phone Call
I was unable to locate calls made by the phone that were obtained through the download. Voicemails were able to be viewed through
the download, however, none were associated to the 911 call made by Mr. Burnett.
I have nothing further at this time.
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CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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ref search warrant
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Email from
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20E06021-LAB - CRIME SCENE RESPONSE,KIMBALL 07-21-20
METRO CRIME LABORATORY
705 South Nevada Avenue, Suite B200 Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Phone: (719)444-7750 Fax: (719)444-7924

LABORATORY REPORT
Requesting Agency: Case No: 20-06021
El Paso County Sheriffs Office
27 E Vermijo Av
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Request Submitted By: Det. Courtney McCormack, 13150
Request Date: Sun May 24, 2020

Lab Case Number: 20MCL01389
Unit: Crime Scene Investigations
Examiner: Amanda Kimball, 4867
Report Date: Tue Jul 21, 2020 13:01

Offense: All Other Offenses
Subjects: BARTH, Officer Caroline

DOB: --/--/----

CARROLL, Officer Jake

--/--/----

DAIGLE, Officer Joseph

--/--/----

FLEMING, Officer Matthew

--/--/----

INAZU, Sergeant Michael

--/--/----

Victim: BURNETT, Chad

DOB: 08/16/1970

REQUESTED SERVICE - [Crime Scene - Response]
CSI RESPONSE DOCUMENTATION

[ ]

Subject/Person Information

Evidence item(s) related to

[ ]

Subject/Person Information

[ ]

In Custody

[ ]

SN:

;

Digital
Images (DIMS)

[X]

{POSS BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE} SWABS FOR POSSIBLE TRACE DNA
WORN BY OFFICER JAKE CARROLL. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

ON

INAZU, Michael
DOB: --/--/---Location of contact: 705 S Nevada Ave (Police Operations Center)

[X]

Digital
Images (DIMS)

Subject/Person Information

FLEMING, Matthew
DOB: --/--/---Location of contact: 705 S Nevada Ave (Police Operations Center)

[X]

4867 MF-01 (MF-01)

{POSS BLOOD SAMPLE} SWAB OF POSSIBLE BLOODSTAIN ON
OFFICER MATTHEW FLEMING. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 MF-02 (MF-02)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} TWO PAIRS OF BLACK NITRILE GLOVES
OFFICER MATTHEW FLEMING. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

Report CSI v.2016.09.15

GLOVES

Digital
Images (DIMS)

Subject/Person Information

20MCL01389.0003_20200524_ReqID_023091
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[X]

CARROLL, Jake
DOB: --/--/---Location of contact: 705 S Nevada Ave (Police Operations Center)

4867 JC-01 (JC-01)

In Custody

{OTHER WEAPON} TASER MODEL X2 PRO; YELLOW IN COLOR;
RECOVERED FROM OFFICER BARTH BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

EP

4867 CB-01 (CB-01)

In Custody

Digital
Images (DIMS)

BARTH, Caroline
DOB: --/--/---Location of contact: 705 S Nevada Ave (Police Operations Center)

08

In Custody

SO
/2
5/
20

CSI - Person Processing

LEFT

ARM

OF

WORN

BY
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

CSI - Person Processing
In Custody

[ ]

Digital
Images (DIMS)

Subject/Person Information

DAIGLE, Joseph
DOB: --/--/---Location of contact: 705 S Nevada Ave (Police Operations Center)

[X]

4867 JD-01 (JD-01)

{POSS
BIOLOGICAL
SAMPLE}
SWABS
FOR
POSSIBLE
TRACE
DNA
RECOVERED
FROM LEFT AND RIGHT GLOVES OF OFFICER JOSEPH DAIGLE. RECOVERED BY CSI
KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 JD-02 (JD-02)

{POSS
BLOOD
SAMPLE}
SWABS
OF
OFFICER
JOSEPH
DAIGLE'S
UNIFORM
KIMBALL.

4867 JD-03 (JD-03)

{POSS BLOOD SAMPLE} SWABS OF POSSIBLE BLOOD
JOSEPH DAIGLE. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

POSSIBLE
BLOODSTAIN
VEST.
RECOVERED
ON
ON

LEFT

ON
FRONT
5/24/20 BY
ARM

OF

OF
CSI

OFFICER

CSI - Scene Processing
SCENE PROCESSING LOCATION

Ashgrove Street Colorado Springs, CO
Evidence item(s) related to Scene processing of

UAV

[X]

[ ]

Images (DIMS)
[X]

Ashgrove Street, Colorado Springs, CO

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} TASER WIRE RECOVERED FROM CUL-DE-SAC IN FRONT OF
DRIVEWAY OF
ASHMORE COURT. ID'D AS PLACARD 1. RECOVERED BY CSI
KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-02 (S-02)

{CLOTHING} WHITE BROOKS BROTHERS DRESS SHIRT IN UNOPENED PACKAGED.
RECOVERED FROM FRONT LAWN OF SCENE. ID'D AS PLACARD 2. RECOVERED BY CSI
KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

EP

SO
/2
5/
20

4867 S-01 (S-01)

{BOOK} DANIELLE STEELE HARDCOVER BOOK.
PLACARD 3. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-04 (S-04)

{KNIFE}
FOLDING KNIFE WITH WOOD HANDLE. RECOVERED
YARD. ID'D AS PLACARD 4. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-05 (S-05)

{CLOTHING} WHITE BROOKS BROTHERS DRESS SHIRT IN UNOPENED PACKAGE.
RECOVERED FROM FRONT YARD. ID'D AS PLACARD 5. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON
5/24/20.

4867 S-06 (S-06)

{POSS BLOOD SAMPLE} SWAB OF POSSIBLE BLOODSTAIN
STEPS. ID'D AS PLACARD 6. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-07 (S-07)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} BLACK PLASTIC ZIPTIES (CUT) RECOVERED
PORCH. ID'D AS PLACARD 7. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-08 (S-08)

{CLOTHING} 2 WHITE BROOKS BROTHERS DRESS SHIRTS, IN UNOPENED PACKAGES.
ID'D AS PLACARD 8. RECOVERED IN POT ON FRONT PORCH. RECOVERED BY CSI
KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-09 (S-09)

{BOOK} TWO HARDCOVER BOOKS RECOVERED FROM FRONT YARD. ID'D AS PLACARD
9. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-10 (S-10)

{CLOTHING} BLACK STRONGSUIT BRAND SIZE L GLOVES. RECOVERED
DECEDENT. ID'D AS PLACARD 10. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-11 (S-11)

{JEWELRY (APPROVAL)} GOLD HOOP EARRING, BLOODSTAINED. RECOVERED
LIVING ROOM FLOOR. ID'D AS PLACARD 11. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

Report CSI v.2016.09.15

08

4867 S-03 (S-03)

20MCL01389.0003_20200524_ReqID_023091
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

CSI - Scene Processing
SCENE PROCESSING LOCATION

Ashgrove Street Colorado Springs, CO

3D SCANS

UAV

[X]

[ ]

Images (DIMS)
[X]

4867 S-12 (S-12)

{POSS BLOOD SAMPLE} SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN ON LIVING ROOM FLOOR. ID'D AS
PLACARD 12. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-13 (S-13)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} METAL TASER PROBE. RECOVERED
FLOOR. ID'D AS PLACARD 13. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-14 (S-14)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} TASER WIRE RECOVERED
PLACARD 14. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-15 (S-15)

{OTHER - NOT LISTED} TASER WIRE RECOVERED FROM LIVING ROOM FLOOR SOUTH
OF DECEDENT. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-16 (S-16)

{DIGITAL - COMPUTER}
RECOVERED FROM OFFICE,
5/24/20.

4867 S-17 (S-17)

{DOCUMENT}
GREEN
NOTEBOOK
CONTAINING
HANDWRITTEN
NOTES
PASSWORD
FOR
SECURITY
SYSTEM.
RECOVERED
FROM
OFFICE
RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-18 (S-18)

{DIGITAL - ELECTRONICS}
SN: 4R05897RA3CFA.

4867 S-19 (S-19)

{DOCUMENT - INDICIA} COLORADO SPRINGS UTILITIES BILL FOR CHAD BURNETT,
ASHGROVE, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906. RECOVERED FROM OFFICE DESK.
RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-20 (S-20)

24-INCH
LONG
WOODEN
DOWEL,
WITH
DEFECT.
BEDROOM ON BED. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

FROM

FROM

FRONT

HP LAPTOP MODEL
15-DY1751MS,
IN DESK DRAWER. RECOVERED BY

LIVING

PORCH.

ROOM

ID'D

AS

SN:
5CD9455C23,
CSI KIMBALL ON
INCLUDING
BATHROOM.

SO
/2
5/
20

HOME SECURITY BASE STATION. MODEL VMB4000.

FROM

MASTER

EP

RECOVERED

{DOCUMENT} JEWELRY APPRAISAL FORM AND HANDWRITTEN NOTE BY CAROLINE
SHAW
DATED
5.23.20.
RECOVERED
FROM
MASTER
BEDROOM
BY
DETECTIVE
MCCORMACK ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-22 (S-22)

{DIGITAL - PHONE/PAGER} RED APPLE IPHONE WITH BLUE CASE. RECOVERED FROM
MASTER BEDROOM TABLE ALONG NORTH WALL. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON
5/24/20.

4867 S-23 (S-23)

{FIREARM - HANDGUN (APPROVAL)} BLACK NIGHTHAWK PREDATOR III .45 PISTOL;
SN:
, W/ WOODEN GRIP AND EMPTY SILVER NIGHTHAWK MAGAZINE. REC'D
FROM MASTER BATHROOM VANITY TOP DRAWER. REC'D BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

4867 S-24 (S-24)

{FIREARM - AMMO}
6
FEDERAL
.45
AUTO
CARTRIDGES
RECOVERED
FROM
MAGAZINE, AND 1 FEDERAL .45 AUTO CARTRIDGE RECOVERED FROM CHAMBER OF
NIGHTHAWK PISTOL, ITEM S-23. RECOVERED BY CSI KIMBALL ON 5/24/20.

08

4867 S-21 (S-21)

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
NOTIFICATION:
On Sunday, May 24, 2020, at approximately 1310 hours, I, Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) Amanda Kimball (4867)
received a request from Sergeant Jake Abendschan (02020) with the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) to assist in a
Deadly Force Investigation Team (DFIT) case involving five officers with the Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD),
where a Taser had been deployed during an arrest and the suspect had died on scene. Sergeant Abendschan stated
EPSO Detective David Glenn (13076) would meet me at the Colorado Springs Police Operations Center (POC) to process
20MCL01389.0003_20200524_ReqID_023091
Report CSI v.2016.09.15
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
the five officers prior to reporting to the scene .
RESPONSE:
At approximately 1340 hours I responded to the POC Investigations Division and met with Detective Glenn; also present
were CSPD Detectives Marcus Lehmkuhl (1867) and Kyle Lambert (5136).
BRIEFING:
According to Detective Glenn, officers responded to a call for service involving a male, identified as Chad Burnett (DOB: 08/16/70)
who was menacing neighbors. Officers got into an altercation with the suspect at his residence and ultimately deployed a Taser
on the suspect. The suspect went into medical distress shortly thereafter and was deceased on scene.
OFFICER PROCESSING:
The first officer processed was Caroline Barth (5568). Officer Barth was the officer who deployed her Taser during the incident. I
photographed Officer Barth to include documenting a small injury on her right shoulder. The Taser was then photographed and
collected.

SO
/2
5/
20

The second officer processed was Jake Carroll (6156). I photographed Officer Carroll to include documenting dirt and scuff
marks on his pants. Officer's Carroll's gloves were then photographed and swabbed for trace DNA.
The third officer processed was Sergeant Michael Inazu (2413). I photographed Sergeant Inazu to include small injuries on his
right hand.

EP

The fourth officer processed was Officer Matthew Fleming (6164). I photographed Officer Fleming to include possible blood and a
scratch on his left arm, and injuries on his knees. I collected Officer Fleming's nitrile gloves and a swab was taken of the blood on
his arm.

08

The fifth officer processed was Officer Joseph Daigle (3609). I photographed Officer Daigle to include possible bloodstains on his
vest and left arm. Officer Daigle's gloves were then photographed and swabbed for trace DNA. Swabs were also collected from
the bloodstains on his vest and arm.
I completed processing the officers at approximately 1557 hours. All evidence collected was placed in a secured processing
room in the Metro Crime Lab.
SCENE PROCESSING:

At approximately 1630 hours I departed the Metro Crime Lab en route to the scene at
Ashgrove Street. I arrived at 1652
hours and met with EPSO Detectives Courtney McCormack (13150) Detective Jon Price (02034), and Sergeant Jake Abendschan.
Also present was CSPD Detective Chris McCleary (1615). It should be noted the weather conditions were cloudy and windy with
intermittent rain showers.
SCENE WALKTHROUGH:
Ashgrove Street was a single family home located in a cul-de-sac at the south end of the street. Several items were located
in the front driveway and front yard of the residence, to include Taser wire, books, a bicycle, and a knife. According to detectives,
the suspect was throwing these items. Detective McCleary also pointed out a crack in the window of 2750 Ashgrove Street,
reportedly damaged by the suspect during the incident.
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METRO CRIME LABORATORY
REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]

RESULTS, OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
On the front porch of
Ashgrove were a cut ziptie and possible bloodstains. There was also a container south of the door that
held several knives. The interior of
Ashgrove consisted of a front foyer, a living room, kitchen area, dining room, an office,
and two bedrooms. The suspect was located lying face up in the front foyer; his clothing had been cut by medical personnel and
his shirt covered his face. Medical intervention devices were located on and around him. A pair of partially uncuffed handcuffs
were on his right arm.
Signs of a struggle were evident beyond the victim in the living room, with overturned chairs and rugs. A small amount of possible
bloodstains and the Taser probe were located on the living room floor.
SCENE DOCUMENTATION:
I began processing the scene by taking photographs of the exterior of the scene. Placards were then placed down to document
items of evidence to be collected that were located in the street, driveway, and front yard. Additional photographs were taken with
the placards in place. These items were then collected due to inclement weather conditions.

Placard 1: Taser wire
Placard 2: white dress shirt in packaging
Placard 3: hardcover novel
Placard 4: silver folding knife
Placard 5: white dress shirt in packaging
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20

Exterior scene placards:

EP

I then photographed the interior of the residence. Placards were placed to document items of evidence to be collected and
additional photographs were taken. FARO scans of the front porch and front foyer area were then taken to further document the
scene.
Refer to the crime scene diagram in Figure 1 for an overview of the interior of the scene, including a list of placards.

08

At approximately 1920 hours Deputy Coroners Stephanie Pape and Robb Stephenson arrived on scene. Additional photographs
were taken of the decedent at this time. Additional Taser wire was found near the victim at this time. Detectives then searched the
residence. Additional items of evidence were recovered, to include a wooden dowel in the master bedroom, and a .45 pistol in the
bathroom; a complete list of evidence recovered has been included with this report.
Processing of the scene was complete at approximately 2045 hours. I cleared the scene shortly thereafter and returned to the
Metro Crime Lab, where all items of evidence recovered were placed in a secured processing room. All items of evidence
recovered from the officers processed and the scene were subsequently inventoried, packaged and sealed, and submitted to the
EPSO Evidence Technician.
The photographs of the scene were uploaded to the Digital Imaging Management System, reference set #5. Additional evidence
photos were uploaded under set #7 and #9. The scans of the scene were uploaded under set #10 and the Scene2GO program
was uploaded under set #11. Photographs of the officers were uploaded under sets #1, #2, #3, #4 and set #8. The digital image
of the scene diagram was uploaded to Set #12.
There is no further information in regards to this request.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION
All Evidence Disposition: Submit to Agency Evidence
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REPORT CONTINUATION
Lab Case No.: 20MCL01389

Agency Case No.: 20-06021 [EPSO]
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END OF REPORT

Assigned Analyst
Amanda Kimball | 4867
Latent Print Analyst
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INVOICE
El Paso County Sheriff
Property Invoice

Case Number: 2020-00006021
Submitting Deputy: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Item #

Barcode

*1160307*

93

Item Type

CD/DVD(s)

Description

VERBATIM Serial #:

1160307

Mandatory Info: Evidence

(1) DISK W. AUTOPSY FOR MR. BURNETT
Evidence entered: 07/22/2020
Current Location: Evidence Intake
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Collected by: McCormack, Courtney 13150
Recovery Address: 27 E. VERMIJO AVENUE
Homicide #:

Printed: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 from EvidenceOnQ®
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Supplement 20200722 1500 McCormack,Courtney 13150
Supplement for Case: 20-6021
INCIDENT: DFIT
Detective C. McCormack
Supplement #20
_____________________________________________________________________________
On Wednesday, July 22, 2020, at approximately 3:00pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office
(EPSO), Investigations Division received follow up information in reference to this case.
Autopsy Report
Previously the autopsy for Mr. Burnett was requested from the El Paso County Coroner’s Office. On today’s date I received the
report and placed it into evidence.
A brief review of the report was conducted at this time. The autopsy was conducted by Dr. Daniel Lingamfelter on May 26, 2020. The
autopsy shows Mr. Chad Burnett was under the influence of THC and Ethanol alcohol at this time of his death.
Mr. Burnett’s death was ruled a homicide (death at the hands of another person/persons) by Dr. Lingamfelter. Dr. Lingamfelter
stated Mr. Burnett “died as a result of sudden death associated with physical altercation, taser deployment, cardiac hypertrophy with
myocardial fibrosis, and bipolar disorder featuring acute psychotic episode.”
A copy of the autopsy is attached to this report and was placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility as Item #93.
I have nothing further at this time.
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CASE STATUS- Active Investigation
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Officer Statement
During the review of the autopsy report, it shows my assignment out of Colorado Springs Police Department, which is incorrect and
should show El Paso County Sheriff’s Office.
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